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Preface 

There are many different languages spoken in Nepal. Some of the minority 
languages of Nepal have been documented quite well, and .others not yet too 
well. One of those not yet too well documented minority languages is Y ohlmo, 
spoken by a Buddhist people group in the mountains north and somewhat 
north-east of Kathmandu. It has been my privilege to learn and analyse this 
language over a period of roughly twenty-seven years, and it is my desire to 
make some of the results of these studies available in the form of this Grammar 
Sketch, so that Y ohlmo will also become one of the better documented 
minority languages of Nepal. 

In presenting some grammatical aspects of Y ohlmo I have attempted to follow 
the Functionalffypological approach to grammar, though I must confess that I 
am not thoroughly versed in this linguistic theory. Often I just have used 
common grammatical knowledge and common sense to present the 
grammatical features of this language. 

Also notice that this is only a Grammar Sketch. It presents only the most 
salient features of Yohlmo grammar. There is a lot more which could be said 
about it, if time and space permitted it. 

I should also mention that some parts of this Grammar Sketch also appear in 
the Yohlmo-Nepali-English Dictionary (Hari, Anna Maria and Chhegu Lama: 
2004). This is especially the case for the first two sections: (1) Introduction and 
(2) Phonology 

For more information about the name of the language, its relatedness to other 
Tibeto-Burman languages, places spoken, number of speakers, and dialect 
studied, the reader is referred to introduction of this sketch. 
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A note on the numbering of the Y ohlmo text examples 

The Y ohlmo text examples appear in parentheses, e.g. (22). They are numbered 
consecutively, but in two blocks: 

Block 1 = Major sections (1) - (3) 

Block 2 = Major sections (4)- (6). 

(That is, major section (4) restarts with number (01)). 

Therefore, to refer to a text example unambiguously, the major section number 
and the example number has to be cited. 

1 

(1) Introduction 

1.1 Name of the language 

More traditionally the language described in this grammar sketch is called 
Helambu Sherpa. Helambu is said to be derived form "Y ohhno", which is the 
name of the central area where the Helambu Sherpas traditionally live. In some 
government records this area is referred to as "Hyohno". Nowadays the people 
of this area also want their language to be called Y ohlmo or Y ohlmn. So this is 
the name we will use in this study. For the Roman spelling some people prefer 
"Hyolmo" and others just "Yolmo". 

1.2 Relatedness to other Tibeto-Burman languages 

Here we face the problem that so far Yohhno (or Helambu Sherpa) is not 
mentioned in the linguistic literature. It is rather Kagate which has found its 
place in the linguistic literature already quite early. Since 11 am personally 
acquainted with both these languages, I know that they are very closely related. 
In fact, to quite a large extent they are mutually intelligible dialects. The Kagate 
people, whose dialect is under study in Hoehlig and Hari (1976) live in the 
mountain area between Likhu Khola and Khimti Khola in Ramechhap District, 
Janakpur Anchal, and thus they are geographically somewhat distant from the 
Y ohlmo, whose traditional area lies north-east of Kathmandu, between 
Kathmandu and Langtang. However, according to their own tradition, the Kagate 
came originally from the Y ohlmo area, from a place called "Pawa Kohmba". 
They say they migrated about four generations ago to the present location. 

Considering all the above, we can safely assume that Y ohhno and Kagate will be 
in the same Tibeto-Burman language group. Since Kagate is mentioned already 
quite early in the linguistic literature, it is useful to see where these earlier 
linguists have placed it. 

1 In this Grammar Sketch I (Anna Maria Hari) have mainly used 'we' when referring to the 
author, because without my various assistants I could not have gained the knowledge 
expounded in this description. But for some more personal discoveries 1r seems to be more 
appropriate. 
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Introduction 2 

Bodie 

Eastern Himalayan 

Western Himalayan 

Tsangla Bodish 

Tamang-Gurung-Thakali Tibetan 

After DeLancey in Thurgood and LaPolla, eds. (2003), which is based on Nishi. 
(1986). 

According to Grierson (1909/1967) Kagate belongs to the Central Dialects of 
the Tibetan Group. Among others the following languages are listed uoder 
these Central Dialects: 

Lhasa ( = 0), Nyamkat, Jad, Kagate, Garhwal. 

According to Shafer (1966-1973) Kagate is a member of the Central Bodish 
Unit, which belongs to the Bodish Branch of the Bodish Section, which in turn 
is a member of the Bodie Division in the Sino-Tibetan language phylum. (See 
Shafter, p. VII). Among others, the following languages are listed in this Central 
Bodish Unit: 

Hloka, Sarpa, Kagate, Garhwal, Spiti, Nyarnkat, Dzad, Gtsang, Dubs ( = 0) with 
15 sub-dialects, the first one being Lhasa. 

According to Voegelin and Voegelin (1977) Kagate belongs to the Central 
Tibetan Languages of the Tibetan Group. Among others the following 
languages are listed in his Central Tibetan list: 

Lhasa ( = 0 =Dubs), Nyarnkat, Jad, Kagate, Garhwal, Sherpa, Spiti, Lhoke, 
Sikkimese, Amdo, Chone. 

Introduction 3 

These three major classifications agree in placing Kagate into the Central 
Tibetan Group, and thus we can safely assume that Yohlmo is also in this 
group. And further we see that it is fairly close to Lhasa Tibetan. This is also 
confirmed by the relative ease with which the Y ohlmo people pick up some 
Central Tibetan from the refugees living in Nepal. 

It is somewhat surprising that these earlier linguists should have come across 

1 
Kagate, but not across Y ohlmo. The Y ohlmo people are a much larger and more 
prestigious group, and they also, like the Kagate, traditionally seek employment 
in northern India. In fact, I was suspecting that these earlier linguists came across 
Yohlmo speakers, who might have identified themselves as Kagate (which is the 
Nepali word for 'paper maker'); paper was also made in Y ohlmo in the past 
decades. However, when I checked Grierson's data (1909/1967, p.106ff) I 
realized that he definitely was dealing with Kagate and not with Y ohlmo. So we 
have to face the fact that Y ohlmo just shines by its absence from the linguistic 
literature, and I am glad that now I can make up a bit for this. 

1.2.1 Lexical similarity calculations with Solo-Khumbu Sherpa and Central 
Tibetan 

In Juoe 200 I lexical similarity calculations were carried out between Y ohlmo, 
Solo-Khumbu Sherpa and Central Tibetan on a 240 word list, using a computer 
program especially designed for calculating lexical similarities. The table below 
indicates what percentage of lexical items of the corpus examined are clearly 
lexically related. 
Yohlmo compared with Central Tibetan 66% 

Yohlmo compared with Solo-Khurnbu Sherpa 61% 

Solo-Khurnbu Sherpa compared with Central Tibetan 53% 

Looking at Y ohlmo, the percentages show that Y ohlmo is slightly closer to 
Central Tibetan than to Solo-Khumbu Sherpa. And looking at Yohlmo and 
Solo-Khumbu Sherpa, we can see that Y ohlmo is considerably closer to 
Central Tibetan than Solo-Khumbu Sherpa is. 

1.3 Places spoken 

The Y ohlmo area lies mainly north of Kathmandu, between Kathmandu and the 
Llingclling (Langtang) peak and spreads somewhat eastwards. Politically it falls 
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into the western part of Sindhuplilchok District and spills over into the eastern 
part of Nuwakot District. Both these districts fall into the Bligmati Zone. There is 
a concentration of Y ohlmo settlements on the eastern slope of the Melamchi 
river valley. This is the area where the prestige dialect is spoken. The inhabitants 
of the Langqjing valley also speak a dialect of Y ohlmo. The two dialects are 

mutually intelligible. 

1.4 Mobility of the Y ohlmo people 
In the recent decades many Yohlmo people have gone to the regions of Northern 
India to seek employment. Some come back to their homeland after a while, and 
some don't. More recently a good number of young people have gone to 
Malaysia, Korea, or some Arab country, and most recently also to Israel for 
employment. A good number of young people have also managed to go to 
America in search of employment, and it is still to see, whether any of them will 
come back to settle again in Nepal... Furthermore, a good number of Yohlmo 
families have settled and built houses in Kathmandu, mainly in the Bauddha and 

Jorpati area. 

In addition there are several pockets of "Sherpa" speakers all along from Y ohlmo 
to Solu-Khumbu at the higher altitudes. According to what people themselves 
report, the dialect gradually changes from one pocket to another. 

1.5 Number of speakers 

In 1999 the Yholmo Foundation conducted a population survey covering the 
main area of y ohlmo, roughly the settlements which are given on the map in 
section 6 below. The survey was conducted by Yohlmo speakers themselves. 
According to their report, there are 9,842 Y ohlmos living in the main area of 
Yohlmo. The report (see Bibliography, section 3, the first item, 2056) explicitly 
states, that they counted only the people actually living in the area, not the ones 
living in other places in Nepal, South Asia, or even further abroad. There are 
many who have emigrated to other places, and this is probably the reason why 
some Yohhno people give much higher estimates - anywhere from 10,000 to 

50,000. 

The National Report on the Population Census made in 2001 (CBS 2002) states 
that 3,986 people recorded "Yholmo" as their mother tongue. It is, however, not 
likely that the number of Y ohlmo speakers would have decreased to this extent 
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in just four years. I think the survey conducted by the Yholmo Foundation is a 
more reliable source of information. 

1.6 Dialect studied 

During my time of research, I. have concentrated on the study of Y ohlmo as it is 
spoken in the area around Sermlithling (4sermu-4thag) and Chhimi (4tchimi). I 
have also had contacts with speakers from the western area which falls into the 
Nuwlikot District. There are some vocabulary differences, but otherwise the two 
dialect areas are not significantly different. 

The dialect spoken by the inhabitants of Tlirkeghyling (3Laggyapsa) stands out as 
being quite different from either the Western or Eastern dialect; but I have not 
had much contact with this dialect, and therefore no information is given about 
it. 

1.7 Notes on language history 

1.7.l Availability of written literature 

As far as writing down stories, poems or songs in Y ohlmo is concerned, at the 
time when I started investigating Y ohlmo in 1980 there existed no such texts, 
at least not in print. Some, people may have tried and found too difficult to 
produce anything they would have deemed worth to circulate among their 
people. 

There are, however, a few written records about the establishment of the oldest 
Buddhist temples in the Y ohlmo region. A British anthropologist, Graham E. 
Clarke ( 1980b) has researched these records and found eight doc;uments which 
were especially relevant and insightful. Of these eight documents no 1 - 3 (the 
numbers refer to Clarke's numbers) are religious histories and lama lineages, 
written in Tibetan, no 4 consists of two Nepalese land titles for Churyeghyang 
( = presumably /'tsiiri kohmba/) from the early nineteenth century. They are in 
Nepali (and Devanligri) script; but they contain quite a few place and person 
names, which show interesting attempts to write Y ohlmo in Devanagari. 

No 5 is a folk biography of Na-chang Shakya Zangpo, from Nyagi-ghyang, 
composed .1960 C. E. It is in Tibetan script, and I assume the language is also 
Tibetan. 
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No 6 and 7 are two Newar copper-plate land titles for the land of Tarkeghyang, 
dating from the first part of the eighteenth century. These two titles are in 
Newar, in a kind of Devanagari script. And no 8 is Nepalese copper-plate .land 
title for Lhakang-ghyang, dating from the first part of the nineteenth century, in 
Nepali language and Devanagari script. 

The literature which has been produced after 1980 as a fruit of the linguistic 
investigation of Y ohlmo from which this grammar sketch draws, is listed in the 
bibliography of this study. All the titles are in Devanagari script and the 
orthography used is based on the phonological analysis of the language as 
presented in this study. 

. The bibliography also lists two items on the Y ohlmo people written. in Nepali. 
They were composed by educated Y ohlmos, and since their education will not 
have included any Y ohlmo component, they, of course, found it easier to write 
in Nepali. Furthermore, I assume that these manuscripts are not addressed to 
Yohlmo speakers exclusively. Rather, I think, they were published with the aim 
to help finding and establishing a niche for the Y ohlmo community in the 
wider scene of the national Nepali culture, and for this Nepali is obviously 
more useful. 

1.7.2 Language use 

In the homes of Y ohlmo people in the villages of the Y ohlmo area Y ohlmo is 
still the dominant language. Outside the home, however, some people, 
especially the men, prefer to use Nepali. Also, already back in the 1980s, I 
noticed that some of the younger families in the villages used Nepali as much 
as possible with their young children, so that they would not be at a 
disadvantage in school. But in the religious and cultural context Y ohlmo is 
preferred. 

Using Nepali exclusively with the children was also very fashionable for a long 
time among the families who had managed to settle in Kathmandu or 
temporarily in India. So at present there are quite a few young educated 
Y ohlmos who are not able to speak their mother tongue. But in the last ten 
years or so this trend has been reversed a bit. More and more Y ohlmos have 
become aware how closely their personal and group identity is linked with their 
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own language; therefore children are now encouraged to learn and use Yohlmo. 
, But in town, of course, the pressure from the surrounding Nepali culture and 

from peers is intense. 

Adults who grew up mostly in the Y ohlmo area usually keep speaking Y ohlmo 
with the members of their own generation. 

Since for quite a few decades many Y ohlmo people have gone to other 
countries in search of employment, ( 4. Mobility) the need for long distance 
communication has also arisen. The people in Y ohlmo often showed me letters 
from some relatives in India, usually parents, having received a letter from one 
of their children. These were always written'in Nepali . 

But in the course of the last 10 - 15 years many people also have gone to 
Malaysia, Korea, or some Arab country in search of employment. From those 
countries they mostly seem to use the telephone to keep in contact with their 
family members back in Nepal, and this is also the case for those who have 
made it to the USA or Canada. From the latter two countries they usually do 
not return, but they settle there and gradually bring their closest family 

. members there, too. 

1.8 Map of the Y ohlmo area with key to an orthographic Roman 
transcription 

The map of Y ohlmo in this section shows the main settlements of the Y ohlmowa 
which are predominantly inhabited by Y ohlmo speaking people. The 
approximate situation of each settlement is indicated with a small circle. In 
reality, only very few settlements are compact villages. The homesteads of most 
villages are spread out quite widely on the mountain slopes. Thus the map is a 
highly stylized representation of Y ohlmo. 

Some of the village names on the fringe of Y ohlmo appear in parentheses, e.g. 
(Prahwal). This indicates that the inhabitants of those settlements are not 
predominantly Y ohlmowa. But they are places the Y ohlmowa frequently refer to, 
and some of them have different names in Y ohlmo, e.g. (Sihma = Kiul). 

Two village names on the western slope of the Y angri River valley appear in 
square brackets: [Kahng-Kharka] and [Pahngdang]. The inhabitants of these two 

q,,. 
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places are not really Y ohlmowa. The Y ohlmo people say that they can hardly 
understand their dialect, and their estimation is that it is closer to Solo-Khurnbu 
Sherpa than to Y ohlmo. 

The place names in this map are given in an orthographic Roman transcription 
that can easily be typed. The following chart gives the key to this orthographic 
transcription for the letters which differ from the symbols used in the phonemic 
transcription, and also for the ones which might be ambiguous if unexplained. 

Table 1: Key to orthographic Roman transcription used in the map on page 10 

phonemic orthographic phonemic orthographic 

non-capitals capitals non-capitals capitals 

s s s ~ sy Sy 

ts ts Ts t~ chy Chy' 

tsh tsh Tsh t~h chhy Chhy1 

dz dz Dz ~ jy Jy' 

z z z ,;; zy Zy 

t t T t ! T 
d d D 4 \I I? 

g ng Ng 

In the Roman transcription of Nepali words the low vowels are represented as 
follows: 

back a A 1 central-front I a A 

I Before the vowels /i/ and /e/ 11Ch/ch11
, 

11Chh/chh", and 11J/r respectively are also acceptable, 
and usually preferred. Note however, that this ommission of ''y1' cannot be applied to the 
lamino-alveopalatal sibilants 11Sy/sy11 and "Zy/ zy" respectively. 

Introduction 

Y ohlmo ( = Helambu). The window on the map below indicates the 
approximate area covered by the map on page 10. 

9 
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(2) Phonology 
Abbreviations and notational conventions used in this section: 
V vowel (note that this symbol stands for breathy vowels as well, 

even though phonemically we represent breathy vowel with /Vh/) 
C consonant 

dots stand for any segment 
• becomes/ changes to 

alternates phonologically with 
[ ] examples in phonetic transcription 
/ / examples in phonemic transcription 
< > examples in a more abstract representation than phonemic 
L liquid consonant 
N nasal consonant 

For the phonetic transcription, and basically also for the Roman Phonemic 
transcription, the symbols of the LP.A (International phonetic Alphabet) are 
used. 

Below is a list of some transcription symbols, which we have used in the present 
phonological sketch, and which need some explanation: 

The symbols listed below are used in the Phonemic Roman transcription of 
Yohlmo words, but they are not strictly LP.A. symbols. The corresponding LP.A 
symbol is given in phonetic parentheses. Any other symbols used in the Roman 
transcription have the value of LP.A symbols. 

/ky/ = [c] /khy/ = [ch] lgyl = [t] 
/lh/ = [!] /rh/ = [r] 
/Vh/ = [y] breathy, low-tone vowel 

The following are the special LP .A symbols, which are needed for indicating 
subphonemic details. They occur in the phonetic transcriptions only: 
[n] lamina! [1±] close central rounded vowel 

[J1] palatal [ e] mid central rounded vowel 

[ '1l retroflex [re] near open spread front vowel 
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2.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable structure is very simple. There are the followmg two types, the first 
one with a short vowel nucleus, and the second with a long vowel nucleus. 

I. (C)(L)V(C) . 2. C(L)VV(N) 

The onset for both types is the same: The consonant may be followed by one of 
(he liquids /r/ or /1/; however, there are the following restrictions in the 
combining of these clusters: Only /pr, phr, br/ and /pl, bl/ occur. The latter two 
clusters are rare. 

There are also restrictions for the coda of syllable type 

only the following consonants occur: 

Voiced finals: m, n, g, I 

y, w' 

Voiceless fmals: p, (k), r' 

, /y/ and /w/ occur only noun stem fmal 

2 /r/, though it is phonetically not strictly voiceless, always acts as a voiceless consonant in 
Yohlmo phonology. /kl occurs syllable fmally in nouns and adjectives, but not in verbs. 

y ohlmo - Phonology 13 

Toe second syllable type has a long vowel nucleus. Basically long vowels occur 
', only in phonetically open syllables: if a long vowel is followed by a nasal coda, 
I this nasal is realized as vowel nasalization: / .... vvN/ ~> [ .... v:]. Examples: 
1

1 

/1c\,aanci/ [qj,:ci] 'bedbug' (alternatively also pronounced /'c\.auci/). 

/ 1kaahndi/ [kji:di] 'which one' 

Long vowels in closed syllables may also occur in some Nepali loan words. But 
these are very marginal occurrences. 

The four-fold tone contrast occurs with all syllable types. (Cf. section 2.4). 

2.2 Consonants 

Y ohlmo has the following phonemic contrasts: 

k kh 

ky khy 

tc tch 

ts tsh 

t th 

t th 

p ph 

y w 

r rh 

s C 

h 

g 

gy 

~ 

dz 

cl 
d 

b 

1 

z 

lJ velar plosives 

lJY palatal plosives 

lamino-alveopalatal affricates 

alveolar affricates 

retroflex plosives 

n dental plosives 

m bilabial plosives 

semi-vowels 1 

1h liquids 

sibilant fricatives 

uvular fricative 
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2.3 Vowels 

Short vowels contrast with long vowels for all the five vowel qualities: 

front central back 

i ii u uu high 

e ee 0 00 mid 

a aa low 

2.4 Tonal contrasts 

In Y ohlmo the domain for contrastive tones is the morpheme, and it is the first 
syllable of the morpheme which is most significant for the realization of tone 
contours. The primary supra-segmental contrast is the Register Contrast: high 
and low register. High register correlates with modal voice ( clear-sounding 
voice); low register correlates with breathy voice. 

In the phonological transcriptions, low register is signaled by an /h/ after the first 
vowel of the morpheme, while high register is left unmarked. 

The secondary supra-segmental contrast is realized by different Pitch Contours: 
In the high register, we find that a basically level contour contrasts with a high, 
falling contour; and in the low register a basically level contour contrasts with a 
mid, falling contour. 

In the phonological transcription the two basically level contours are left 
unmarked, while for the two falling contours an apostrophe is placed before the 
morpheme. This is the tone marking we have chosen to use for the Y ohlmo 
examples in this sketch. 

Alternatively, we have also given a number to each pitch combination. as shown 
in table 2 and 3. For the two low register tones, however, the /hi also appears 
when the numbers are used. I mention these numbers here briefly because this is 
notation used for the Roman transcription of an entry in the Hyolmo-Nepali
English Dictionary (Hari and Lama, 2004). 

r' 
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Low register i..:nu="d:.:'.-fa=l~li:::ing:;c_ __ -1-.=::;t__-1-====--1 

low-basicall -level 

Table 2: Tonal contrasts and their phonological representation 

Number 2 and 4 are called "basically" level, because when these items are 
pronounced in isolation they normally end in an intonation fall. 

While the register contrast is quite prominent and numerous minimal contrasts 
can be found for it, the contour contrasts are very subtle and minimal contrasts 
are few. Below is a summary table of the register and contour tone contrasts, 
stating also the distributional restrictions for the morpheme initial sounds: 

basically level falling contour distributional 
oontour restrictions 

4 3 asp. sounds occur 
high 

~ 
with high reg. only; 

regist11r paq -~- 'kag kb, kby, uh, ~. 

'fullow groWld' 'marrow'· 
V., th, ph, rh, lh, h 

2 1 voiced stops and 
1ow affricates occur 
register pabg ~ 'kahg --~ widi ·low reg. only: 

g, gy, dz,~ z, 
'defiled place' 'hill' ~ 4, d, b 

Thus either register may only occur with morphemes starting with the following: 

k ky ts t~ t, t ' p, 
g, gy, n, m, 
y, r, I, s, ~ all vowels 

Table 3: Summary of the tonal contrasts and distributional restrictions for the 
registers 
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Furthermore, I want to stress that mainly the first syllable of a morpheme 
carries diagnostic register and contour features, and that this four-fold 
contrast occurs on all syllable types. 

We also want to note that the voiced stops, affricates and sibilants 
phonemically contrast with their non-voiced counterparts, but the distribution 
of this contrast is restricted to the low regrnter. Some examples 

puh 'son' bu 'insect, worm' 

tahkpa 'true, innocent' dakpa 'mud' 

'taah- 'read, study' '<l,aa- 'get scorched' 

tsalu:J 'storage container for dzaJJ peh-k 'be shy, reluctant' 
grains' 

'tcah 

kuhr 

sah

'cuuh-

'bird, fowl' d?;a 

'effigy representing a dead gur 
person' 
1eat' za 

1enter' ':;i;uu-

'tongue,' HON 

'throat, neck,' 
HON' 

'rainbow' 

'sit, live, stay,' 
HON' 

In this y ohlrno is different from the Tamangic languages or Lhasa Tibetan. 
In tho~e languages these segments are always more or less voiced with low 
register but no contrasts can be found. (See for example Hari 1979: 5 and 
25). As' to the TB languages in Nepal I am aware of the following languages 
which also exhibit contrast between voiceless unaspirated stops and voiced 
stops in low register: Kagate, Jirel, Sherpa, Gunmg, Dolpali, and Kham, but 
W estem and Eastern Tamang, Thakali and Lhomi are like Lhasa Tibetan in 

this respect. 
Following are just a fey,' examples of the con'.our tone _con1'."asts in. Y ohlrno. 
Mostly they are not Minunal Parrs, but contrasts m almost 1dent1cal environment. 
As already stated above, Minimal contrasts for this feature are rather rare. In the 
phonological transcription the falling contours are symbolized with an 
apostrophe before the first syllable of the morpheme. (The lines after the 
lexical items given in table 2 and 3 show the course of the contours 
approximately as we perceive them, and they are also to be applied for the 

examples below.) 
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tcii 'one' I~ 'tcii 'substance (food)' 
I 'heart' 

'mass of s.th.' 

I 'koh I 'door' 'zep 
: 'stone' lehp toh 

'basket with lid' 
'side' 

I peeh 
: 'preeh 

I 'Tibet' 
'taste' I~= I 'when/ darkness' 

'path' 

tcalda 'chain' I khamba 
'kyalba 'leather purse' 'khaJJba 

I 'a plant' 
'house' 

I cowa I 'sore' tcibe 
: 'sowa : 'paddy' 'tcibe 

'why' 
'4 years ahead' 

thowa 'club' kohmba 'temple' 
'thowa 'hightened' 'tohmba 'special vow' 

Table 4: Minimally contrastive tone contours in pairs 

So far we have not found a minimal set whlch would illustrate the fourfold tone 
contrast, many near minimal sets can be found, i.e. sets where any phonological 
conditioning can be excluded; below four such sets: 

'tcii 'substance' (food) 'tap- 'sow' 
tcii 'one' pap- 'take down' 
kyiih 'knowledge' pahp- 'go into trance' 
'kyiih 'line of ancestry' 'tahp- 'fall down' 

'sen 'seed' 'cimbu 'dead person' 
sem 'heart-mind' simbu 'monster' 
lehn 'answer' cihmbu 'tasty' 
'sehn 'grain mash' 'cihwa 'gentle' 

Table 5: Minimally contrastive sets for the four contour tones 

For the role of register shifts in the derivational morphology and for tone 
contrasts in compounds see section (4.1.2. and 4.2.1) 
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2.5 A note on tonogenesis 

The vocabulary and the phonological features of Y ohlmo are close enough to 
Lhasa Tibetan that we can safely assume that the register and tone contrasts 
came about.the same way. Harl (1979:160) states, "The historical origin ofthe 
register contrast in Central Tibetan can easily be recovered from the orthography, 
which reveals that it derives from the original voicing status and cluster 
compositions of the morpheme initial consonant margins." To summarize it very 
roughly: Morpheme initial original voiced stops, voiced fricatives and unprefixed 
sonorants gave rise to low register; after other sounds and sound combinations in 
the initial margin the register stayed high. For more details see Hari 
(1979:161-162) 

As to the existence of the contour contrasts, which I claim to occur in Lhasa 
Tibetan in a similar way as in Y ohlmo, I have come to the conclusion that they 
already existed before the register split took place. This was also proposed by 
Benedict (1927). He refers to them as proto-tones * A and *B. 

Here I just want to elaborate on this a little bit because it shows that you can 
come to the same conclusion just by observing some synchronic features of the 
TB languages today 

It is mainly the pairing of pitch contours in derivation intuitively supports my 
claim above. In many cases a high register transitive verb has an intransitive 
counterpart in low register. That is, the segments are the same; the derivation is 
made with a change of register. In those pairs it turns out that the low register 
counterpart of a verb stem with high register and basically level contour will also 
have basically level contour in the low register. In the same way, the high falling 
contour pairs with the low falling contour. (For examples and some more details 
on this feature see section 4.1.3.) 

Further support for this conclusion also comes from some Rai and Kiranti 
languages from Eastern Nepal. These languages would be part of the Eastern 
Himalayan cluster (see the figure in the. Introduction p.2) Historically these 
languages split off earlier from the Bodie group than the Western Bodish 
languages. (Van Driem). Now we also know that the Eastern Himalayan 
languages do not show the classical register contrast as described above for 
Y ohlmo. But in more recent years some investigators attest that in several of the 
Eastern Himalayan languages a two-way tone contour contrast is found. 
(Khaling, Sunwar, Sotoring, Sampang - ref.: personal communication). In those 

.\ 

F 
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languages it is also a matter of contrasting tone contours (rather than level tones), 
and the phonetic subtlety of those contrasts is similar to the subtlety of the 

· contour contrasts in Yohlmo or Lhasa Tibetan. To sum up the argument: The 
.existence of these pitch contour contrasts in some of the Eastern Himalayan 

1 languages suggests to me that in the (Western) Bodish languages the pitch 
contour contrasts already existed before the register split took place. Further 
support for this conclusion comes from Mauzadon (1976:47) where she states: 

"We have seen a large number of cases where a reduction in the number of 
oppositions in the system of initial consonants has triggered a split in a 
previously existing tonal system. Cases where a transphonologization of 
features from the initials onto the rhyme creates a tonal system in a 
previously non-tonal language are much less frequent.". (Italics mine). 

Interestingly, this pairing also applies to a great extent to the non-verbal minimal 
· pairs for the register contrast. In some cases the semantic relation between the 
·pair is obvious, in other cases this is less so; they are cases of derivation by 
association Some examples· 

/m81)ba/ 'person of a non- /nam/ 'sky' 
lama clan' 1 

/maln:Jbu/ 'many, much' /nahm/ 'atmospheric 
darkness' 

/torma/ 'rice statue' /'c;;amu/ 'mushroom' 

/tohrma/ 'women's skirt' /'c;;ahmu/ 'hat' 

Association for the last two pairs = shape 

Table 6: Pairing of pitch contours in derivations by association 

For support for the claim that there is some association between the pairs above 
see section 4.1.4. 

2.6 Phonological alternations 

The most striking phonological alternations are described below in sections 
2.6.1-3. 

1 They are more numerous: 
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2.6.1 Voicing assimilation of suffixes with initial stops or affricates 

A good number of suffixes (verbal and other) start with a stop or affricate. The '
1 

initial stop or affricate of these suffixes shows assimilation of voicing to the stem I 
final segment after which it occurs. The assimilation is phonologi9ally I 

predictable in all environments except after verb stems ending in one of the short 
front vowels Iii or I el. 

2.6.1.1 Exception verbs to the voicing assimilation rule 

After the verb stems ending in one of the short front vowels Iii or /e/ the voicing 
status of the suffix initials is not predictable; after some stems the suffix initials 
are voiced, and after others they are voiceless. Thus, in this subgroup of verb . 
stems (which comprises a relatively small number of stems) we have 
morphologically conditioned alternation between voiceless and voiced suffix 
initials, and therefore we need to mark these stems as exceptions in the lexicon. 
In other words, for each verb stem ending in a short front vowel, we indicate in 
the lexicon whether it calls for the voiceless suffix series or for the voiced one. 

(In the lexicon the abbreviated symbol for "voiceless suffix" is /-kl after the verb , 
stem, and for "voiced suffix" the symbol is /-g/. Further we notice that the vowel . 
changes we observe in the alternate verb stem base also only apply to the verb · 
stems marked with /-g/, while those marked with /-k/ resist these changes.) 

(Examples: The first column in the tables below gives the lexicon entry form of ' 
the given verb stem) 

pi-k 'moh-gi 'ralnJ-gi ta pi-ken! 
She-ERG own-GEN hair pull.out-1.PRS ' 

'pull 
'She pulls out her own hair! ' I 

out' I 

,;i-g 'mih thamd!;i'raJJ ci-gen 'yihn. 
I 
I 

'die' People all-EMPB die-1.PRS AUX.TRUTH.EMPB 
'Certainly all people will die. ' • 

' 

,;e-k 'kho-gi tehndam-gi tam ce-ken 'yilm. 
I 

'tell' he-ERG truth-GEN word tell-I.PRS AUX.TRUTH.EMPH 
j 

'He is certainly telling the truth' ! 

'kye-g di piiluni-gi pehza 'kye-gen 'yilm. 
this woman-ERG child give.birth-1.PRS AUX.TRUTH.EMPH 

y ohhno - Phonology 

'give 
birth' 

'This woman is certainly going to have a child. ' 

21 
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Only a very limited number of segments can occur stem finally. They are as 
follows: 

Voiced stem finals: 

Voiceless stem finals: 

m, n, lJ, I 

y, w' 

vowels 

p, (k), r" 

Voicing assimilation rule: With the above division of the stem fmals, the 
voicing assimilation for suffix initial stops and affricates can be stated very 
simply: After voiced segments, sufftx-initial stops and affricates become 
voiced ( except the exception verbs marked with /-k/); after voiceless 
segments they remain voiceless). 

Examples with <-ken> 'intentional present': 

/JJah-gi 'lam-ge(n)./ 

/l]ah-gi ten-ge(n)./ 

/l)ah-gi tal)-ge( n )./ 

/JJah-gi sal-ge(n)./ 

/l]ah-gi taa-ge(n)./ 

/l)ah-gi ta-ge(n)./ 

/JJah 'zap-ke(n)./ 

/l)ah 'muhr-ke(n)./ 

[tel)ge(n)] 

[ !al)ge( n)] 

1 /y/ and /w/ occur only as noun stem fmals. 

'I am going to fiy it.' 

'I am going to show it.' 

'I am going to send it.' 

'I am going to clean them.' 

'I am going to fasten it.' 

'I am going to watch it.' 

'I am going to dress up. 

'I am going to chew it.' 

2 
/r/, though it is phonetically not strictly voiceless, always acts as a voiceless consonant in 
Yohlmo phonology. /kl occurs stem finally in nouns and adjective stems, but not in verbs. 

, 
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Examples with <-ki> 'ergative; instrumental': 

/mahy-gi sah-sin./ 'The buffelo ate it.' 

buffalo-ERG eat-PST 

!,',,;a 'daw-gi 'praah-sin./ 

meat knife-INST cut-PST 

/'khap-ki tohl 'du!/ 

needle-INST be.perforated AUX.MIR 

2.6.2 Fricativization of affricates 

'(I) cut the meat with the meat knife.' 

'I see, it's pe,forated with a needle!' 

23 

Furthermore, suffixes with initial affricates undergo fricativization in intervocalic 
position: 

It<,:/ • !'Tr,! 

Its/ • /z/ 

Examples with <-t<,:u> 'optative': 

'Let him dress up.' 

'Let him chew it.' 

'Let him send it.' 

'Let him watch it.' 

'Let him fasten it.' 

} between vowels 

/'kho 'zap-t<,:u./ 

/'kho 'muhr-t<,:u./ 

/'kho-gi tal)-d'T,,u./ 

/'kho-gi ta-iu./ 

/'kho-gi taa-iu./ 
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(3) Inflectional and derivational morphology 

3.1 Nouns 

Nouns in Yohlmo are not only used to name people and things, but also states 
and qualities; that is, Y ohlmo has a good number of abstract nouns. 

The distinction animate vs. inanimate noun is relevant for the marking of the 
two core arguments undergoer and goal in the clause. (See section 3.5.2.1). 
below. 

The distinction between human and non-human nouns is relevant for the 
pronominal substitution. (See section 3.2). 

The plural formation for nouns is very simple; it just involves adding the plural 
suffix /-'ya/ to the stem. However, it is used very sparingly. Whenever.it is clear 
from the context that plural is involved it is omitted. In particular, this is the rule 
if the noun occurs with a numeral or any other quantifier: 

(01) khUJJ-di 'khagba sum 'yeh-ba. 
they-ATTRI house three is-EMPH 

'They have three houses. ' 

(02) 'Barma-la kaah-la 'ma-na 'mih 'sihk 'sihk 'sihk ohg-gu 'du. 
India-Loe where-Loe say-COND people dense dense dense come-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Wherever you go in India there are bustling crowds of people. ' 

The plural suffix /-'ya/ is also used with locatives to make the location somewhat 
indefinite: 

(03) pehza gyii 'poh-'ya-la ohg-na-ni gah 'so 'suh 'kyahp-ku 'du./ 
child two near-PL-LOC come-COND-FOC my tooth pain hit-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Whenever these two children come somewhere near me, I get a tooth ache. ' 

3.1.1 Nominal Classifier 

Y ohlmo uses only one rudimentary classifier: /'thal/. It is only used when the 
noun if followed by a numeral, and then only if the number of things is to be 
emphasized. 

(04) di 'paalo 't\:ahmu-'ya-gi 'kohga t\;u 'thal 'kyee 'du. 
this time hen-PL-ERG egg ten CLF lay.A.VS AUX.MIR 

'This time the hens laid ten eggs.' (Implication: that's a lot.) 

•.(. 

3.1.2 Primarily nominal clitics and suffIXes 

The following is a list of the suffixes and clitics which are primarily nominal. I 
call them 'primarily nominal', because most of them may also be attached to verb 
phrases. Nevertheless, they are not so directly related to the tense/ aspect systems 
as the suffixes and the auxiliaries listed in sections 3.7.1 and 2. 

Each suffix or clitic has various usages. This listing also includes the case 
markings. We will give only the most basic senses for each item. (For examples 
illustrating the usage of each suffix see the corresponding dictionary entryi~ari, 
Lama, 2004. Examples for the case marking clitics are also found in the 
illustrations given in section 3.5.2: Verb classes based on different transitivity.) 

1-'ag / -'aa / -'aa/ 
/-kar ~ -gar/ 

'also; even' 
'numeral group' ( suffixed to numerals) 

Numerals ending in a long vowel have the vowel shortened and take the 
voiceless suffix. Examples: 

/sum-gar/ 'the three of them' 

/'~i-gar/ 

/JJyi-kar/ 

/'kyeh-kar/ 

/-ki ~ -gi -y/ 

/-tse-dze-ze/ 

/-tse-ba-dze-ba-ze-ba/ 

/-ta~ -da/ 
/-ti~ -di/ 

'the four of them' 

'both of them 

'the eight of them' 

I. 'ergative; instrumental; reason (causer)' 

2. 'possessive; genitive; optional adjectivizer' 

'about; approximately' (This suffix is very 
versatile. It is used with quantities, qualities, verb 
stems and noun stems. Numerals with long vowels 
get shortened and requrre the voiceless suffix.) 
'as much as, referring to quality more than 
quantity' 

'along a location' 
'specific identification, singling out 
parts/participants; attribution and elliptical 
possession; also nominalizer for complement 
clauses'. (See section 5.2.2.). 
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/-nil 

/-'ya/ 

/-raa/ 

/-reel 

/-'rag - -'tau - -'II.au / -'ra/ 

/-ro - -!lo - -to/ 

/-la/ 

/-le(-gi)/ 

/-'le(e)/ 

/-'se(e)/ 

3.2 Pronouns 

'topical highlighting; moderate focus' 

'plural' (used on noun, pronoun, locative, temporal 
and verb phrases) 
'etcetera; and the like' (used with adjective and, 
noun stems) 
'etcetera; and the like' (used only with noun 
stems) 
'emphatic' (used with nominal and verbal 
phrases). 

'gradual increase in the stated quality or quantity' 
(suffixed to adj. and qt. stems; the whole phrase 
is most often reduplicated). - Phonological 
conditioning of the variants: /-q,o/ occurs after the 
vd. stem fmal consonants Im, n, 1/; after /g/, and 
after the vi. stem fmal consonants /p, k, r/ we 
find /-to/ in free fluctuation with /-ro/; after stem 
fmal vowels we always have /-ro/. (Note that the 
conditioning for the variants of the probability 
suffix is slightly different. ) 
on non-verbal phrases: 'locative; goal; undergoer'; 
on verbal phrases: various usages 
on non-verbal phrases: 'from' (directional); on 
verbal phrases: various usages 
an interesting question suffJX; it is attached to adj. 
stems and means 'how much of that quality or 
quantity?' 

'somewhat more or less of the stated quality or 
quantity' (This suffJX is attached to adj. stems, 
and to some verb stems; whether more or less is 
meant depends on the lexical content of the 
preceding stem.) 

Pronouns in Y ohlmo are basically human. Third person pronouns are normally. 
not used as substitutes for non-human noun phrases (including animals). For 

ijP s -_-
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things and animals occasionally the demonstratives Pooh'/ 'that' and /2di/ 'this' are 
used like pronouns; but very often the repetition of the noun (phrase) is 
preferred. For the lack of a honorific pronoun see section 4.3.2. 

Personification of animals in stories, of course, is possible, and occasionally a 
third person pronoun might be used for a domestic animal. 

The following table summarizes the most important distinctions made in the 

pronominal system: 

singular plural dual 

I" person 2gah incl. 2ohrag (E) 1ohrag 4gyii 

incl. 1uuh (W) -
excl. lgyih lgyih •gyii 

2nd person •1rnye 3khya 3khyaa 4gyii 

3'd person m. 3kho •1rnug •1rnug •gyii 

f. 1moh 

reflexive 
1rahg 

Table 7: The pronouns 

The use of the dual is optional. But it is used frequently; using it sounds good. 
Plural pronouns are occasionally suffixed with the plural suffJX /-'ya/, even 
though plurality is adequately marked by the unaffixed stem. 

All the pronouns have an emphatic form, for which the suffJX !-'rag/ is added 
(from /1raln:JI 'self), and the meaning is something like 'I myself, 'he himself, etc. 
Note that this !-'rag/ is homophonous with the very frequently used emphatic 
suffix /-'rag/. In fact, this is probably the origin of the emphatic suffix, and with 
the emphatic forms of the pronouns its semantic content is still easily recognized, 
but less so with the emphatic suffJX on other lexical items. This is confirmed by 
the observation that the emphatic pronoun forms with /-'rag/ may be followed 
py the emphatic suffJX !-'rag/: · 

(05) khye-ni cl,o meh-'koh-en, khUTJ-'rag-'rag cl,o-~!/ 
you-FOC go NEG-need-PRS they-self-EMPH go-OPT 

'You don't need to go, they can jolly well go by themselves!' 
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We also notice that /'rahg/ 'self'can stand for a pronoun by itself: 

(06) 'rahg <lo miih-khu-na puh-la taJJ 'koh-en./ 
self go NEG-able-COND son-GOAL send must-PRS 

'lf you can't go yourself, you have to send your son. ' 

3.3 Adjectives 

28 

As to the placing of the adjectives, the traditional placing for adjectives is after 
the head of the noun phrase. Style conscious people insist on this. But some ' 
people, probably influenced by the Nepali word order, may place them 
occasionally also before the noun head. 

(07) 'khaJJba t~himbu t~himbu-'ya-la-'ga 'teh-ku 'du. 
house big big-PL-LOC-C.E.FOC live-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'I realize that they are living in big houses. ' 

(08) tabu piihru-di 'tchog 'du./ 
horse little-SPEC run AUX.MIR 

'Oh, the foal has run away!' 
'l 

It is also interesting to note that a good number of adjectives are derived from f 
11 

verb stems: I 
[\ 
j yaah-bu, adj. 'good, nice, beautiful' yaah-, v.t. 'bear fruit' 

'kah-wa, 

'teh-mu 

adj. 'fortunate, happy' 'kah-g, v.dr. 'likes.th.' 

adj. 'comfortable' 'teh-k v.i. 'sit stay live' 
' ' 

So many adjectives are derived from verbs that one might get the impression that 
this is exclusively so. But actually there are also quite a good number which 
cannot be related to any verb stem: 

I 
-:1 

I 

I alba 'industrious, diligent' 'ahge 'open' 

uldumba 'foolish, stubborn' 'khakti 'bitter' .·1' 

Stringing up of different adjectives in one noun phrase is not common. I have not 
! observed it. But repetition of the same adjective for emphasis is very common 1 

(see ex. (07) above). In addition, there are a good number of adj. phrases made I 
fd bl dth ,

1. 
up o ou ets, an ese frequently occur when in an English noun phrase we i 

I 
-~ 

t 
I 
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might have more than one adj., or some other device to expand the description of 
the quality of the noun: 

'koh 'ahga ohge du. 'The door is wide open.' 

sa'kahrag 'kohrog 'du. 

'lalnn kaktag kuktig 'du. 

'lalnn 'kahrak 'kohrok 'du. 

'balu am t~ak t~ak 'du. 

tuhgbu paga 'pige-'ya 

3.3.1 Exclamatory form of adjectives 

'The ground is very uneven.' 

The path is very windy.' 

'The path is full of rocks and holes.' 

'The beer is insipid and tasteless.' 

'the freshly sprouted trees' 

Toe majority of adjectives ends in /-u/, and most of these have an exclamatory 
form ending in /-a/. The exclamatory form is used in exclamatory contexts: 

(09) yahpsa-la 'tchihbi nig •t~ehmu-zi 'teh-ku 'du. 
porch-LOC bird endearing-one sit-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, there is a cute little bird on the porch. 

(10) 'tcepa yaahbu 'du, pehza nig •t~ehwa-zi! 
disposition good COP.MIR child endearing.Ex-one 

-;. ''She/he is so well behaved, what a lovely child!' 

(! !) 'kho-gi tchu 'tsaJJbu diubu 'thog-sin 'du lo . 
he-ERG water river huge see-N.PST AUX.MIR REP 

.. 'He saw a huge river.' 

(12) 'ahna muuh-la-'rag 'teh-ke. 'raar ~uba/ ~iba! 
in.that.case below-LOC-EMPH sit-1.PRS desire hµge.EX 

,.0 , , 'In that case I will sit down here. How interesting 

The derivation of exclamatory adjectives is fairly regular; that is, the forms are 
j'lredictable from the CV-pattern of the neutral adjective. The neutral patterns fall 
,into -eight groups, and the rules for the derivation are as follows: (With each 
group a small number ofrepresentative examples are given.) 
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ordinary form 

1. CVV/ CV -bu -> 
3khyaa-bu 
2dzee-bu 

2. CV-pu -> 
3sa-pu 
2rah-pu 

exclamatory form 

CVV /CV-ba 
3khyaa-ba 
2dzee-ba 
CV-ba 
3sa-ba 
2rah-ba 

3. CV -mu -> CV -wa 
4phra-mu 4phra-wa 
3khye-mu 3khye-wa 

4. eve -bu/-pu/-mu ->CVC -a 
2zaIJ-bu 2zaIJ-a 
2tihm-bu 2tihm-a 
3kha 4sal-bu 3kha 4sa!-a 

5. CVk -pu -> CVg -a / CVk-pa 

English 

cold 
smart looking\ 

thin 
strong 

fine, thin 
cheap 

generous 
clever, cunning 

friendly 

3
khyuk-pu 3khyug-a / 3khyuk-pa industrious 

6. 

3.3.2 

4ti;;huk-pu 4ti;;hug-a rich 

(In the group above some adjectives have 2 alternative exclamatory 
forms, and some do not.) 

CV-ndi -> CV-wa 
3tshandi 3tsha-wa hot 
3kandi 3ka-wa thick (of a sauce) 

Other adjective suffixes 

In addition to the features above adjectives in Y ohlmo also may take some other ". 
mterestmg suffixes to modify them. Here we just give a list of them; some of 
them are used exclusively for adjectives, but others may be suffixed to other 
!exical ~ategories as well. More details of usage and meaning for each suffix and 
illustrative examples are found in the corresponding dictionary entry. (Hari, 
Anna Maria and Chhegu Lama. 2004.) 

ii 

/ -'le ~ -'lee / suffixed to adjective stems: 'how much of a given 
quality or quantity?' 

1-'se;.., -'see/ suffixed to adjective stems: 'somewhat more or less 
of the stated quality or quantity' (For these two 
morphemes see also the last two items in the list of 
this section 3.4.. Semantically they are the same 
morphemes. 

/-tse ~adze~ -ze/ suffixed to adjective stems: 'about, approximately 
that quality' 

/-~o/ suffixed to adjective, verb, temporal, and locative 
stems: 'superlative' 

/-~i ~ -~i ~ -dzi ~ -t~i/ suffixed to adjectives: 'something of that quality'. 
Phonological conditioning: 

< -t~i > • /-t~i/ after voiceless finals 

• /-dzi/ after /n/ 

• /-~ii after other voiced consonants 

• /-~i/ after vowels (that is after surface vowels; this 

means also after nasalized vowels, which always 
derive from an underlying syllable-fmal nasal 
consonant). 

3.4 Verb stem nominalizers 

Yohhno has an interesting variety of verb stem nominalizers: 

/-ka ~ -ga/ 'verb stem nominalizer' (This suffix is not very 
productive.) 

(13) di sauc4i 'kar-ka yaahbu ter-ku 'du. 
this shop.keeper weigh-NR good give-IMPF AUX.MIR 

This shop keeper gives good weight. 
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/-ku ~ -gu/ 'verb stem nominalizer' ( also not very productive, 
except in the auxiliary verb phrase /-ku ~ -gu 'tche-k/, 
see below.) 

/-ku ~ -gu t<;he-ko 'verb stem nominalizer phrase' 
'wa/ 

(14) di pehza 'lahm-la clo-gu 't<;he-ko 'wa? 
this child path-Loe walk-IMPF break-IMPF attitude particle:perceptive 

Will this child be able to keep up with us with walking? 

(15) 'kho-gi ter 'koh-e 'pela-'ya ter-ku 't<;he-ko 'wa! 
he-ERG give must-I.PRS material-PL give-IMPF break-IMPF att.part.:mind! 

He will be able to give the materials he has to give. 

(16) / -nag/ 'verb stem nominalizer with a fairly neutral meaning; 
referring to the appearance of state or action; display 
verbing' 

tci 4aanag tsokp~i 'du, di 
tci 4aa-na1J tsokpa -tcii 'du di 
what put-display.v bad -one AUX.MIR this 
What an awful mess in this shop!' 

kho <tonag'raJJ ooh leehmu! 
kho <lo-naJJ-'ralJ ooh leehmu 
his go-display.v-EMPH that alike 
That's just the way he walks! 

pasalla! 
pasal-la 
shop-LOC 

32 ¥ohlmo _ Inflectionational and derivational morphology 

(17) /-tag ~ -dag/ 'verb stem nominalizer: 'displaying a forceful show' 

;,

1 

t<;ahmuni toh kyahptal) tciila'raJJ 'cisin! 
i', tcahmu-ni toh kyahp-taJJ tcii -la -'raJJ 'ci-sin 

chicken-FOC stone hit-NR one-GOAL-EMPH die-N.PST 

0 He killed the chicken with a single throw of a stone. 

oohlegi kin~ogi 'uu 'caJJdaJJ t<;iila'ralJ 
" ooh-le-ki kind40-ki 'uu 'ca]J-taJJ tcii-la-'ralJ 
1 that-from-source.op God-GEN breath chum-NR one-GOAL-EMPH 

·1 'kho rihl~e 'yeh 
;~ 

:i 'kho rihl-tce 'yeh 
ii he fall.over-INF be 
~ And then at one breath taking of the God he will fall. 
i.! 

i (18) /-'luhl)/ 

I 
'have time for the activity'. (See also sec. 4.2.2 
Compounding with verb stems) 

f~ 
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JJahla to sah-'luhg4i'alJ mahyohJJ 'tihril)! 
JJah-la to sah-'luhl)-tcii-'aJJ mah-ohl) 'tihril) 
I-GOAL grain.meal eat-leisure-one-also NEG.PST-come today 
Today I didn't even have time to eat!' 

khuJJ 'meehme'yala 
khUJJ 'meehme-'ya-la 
they family-PL-GOAL 

mahyohJJ! 
mah-ohl) 
NEG.PST-come 

'thuu clo4ela 'khum-'luhJJ'ralJ 
'thuu ... <to-tee-la 'khum-'luhl)-'raJJ 
meet go-INF-GOAL have.leisure-leisure-EMPH 

Ijilstdidn 't have time to go and meet them. 

33 
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(19) /-lu/ verb stem nominalizer: 'way of doing something' 

'khoni 'tchamlu tsokpa~i pehku 'du. 
'kho-ni 'tcham-lu tsokpa-tcii peh-ku 'du 
he-FOC dance -way.of.acting bad-one do-IMPF AUX.MIR 
He is dancing in an indecent way. 

'khogi to sa:hlu~i teedi 'mih 'keehmu 
'kho-ki to sah-lu-tcii ta-0 -ti 'mih 'keehmu 
he-GEN grain.meal eat -way.of.acting-only look-vs.ALT-NFL people laughter 

kyahplu~i! 
kyahp-lu-tcii 
hit-way.of.acting-one 
Just looking at his way of eating one has to laugh! 

(20) /-sa/ suffixed to verb stems to make locative nouns: 'the place 
where such and such is done' (e.g. resting place); or to 
make the verb stems adjectives 

l)a:h 'dzara sa:hsala q,oen. 
I 'dzara sa:h-sa -la q,o-en. 
I snack eat-NR-GOAL go- mT.PRS 
I want to go to the place where they eat the snack. 

khUIJ tshoo phulsa 'gyaala'raIJ 'yehba! 
khUIJ tshoo phul-sa 'gyaa-la-'raIJ'yeh-ba! 
They offering offer-ADJEcnv place-LOC-EMPH be-EMPH 
They are at the place where the offering is performed. 

For some interesting compounding features with verb stems see secion 4.2.2. 

3.5 Verbs 

The verb conjugation of Y ohhno is amazingly regular and simple; It has only 
one real exception verb: fcl,o-g/, a handful of irregular imperatives, and one · 

•il _ d. _. r so exception verbs for voicing assimilation of suffixes (the verb stems , ozen o 

I' with ~owel/i/ or /e/ marked with-k, see section 2.6.1.1). 

! Othe~se, the conjugation of verbs is straight forward; there is no person 
. : agreement (with Actor), no p~onominalization (i.e. agreement with Undergoer or 
jl: Goal), and no direct10n marking m the verb phrase. . . 

! ·.: An elegant feature of Y ohhno is the vowel quahty and length alternations 
r; occurring between verb. stem (vs) and alternate verb stem (a.vs) as descnbed 

,'. below in section 3.5.1. 

$ ! 
3.5.1 · Alternate verb stem base 

' Verb stems, which end in a short vowel and take the voiced suffix series 
, undergo regular morphophonemic changes before certain suffixes, while before 

· : others tl).<;y remain unchanged. We have called the changed base 'alternate verb 
< stem', It occurs before the non-final suffix <-ti> and in various other defmable 
; contexts. (See the bullet list below table 8 below.) 

· : The rules to derive alternate verb stem from verb stem ( the form listed in the 
, dictionary) are as follows: 

, l'lcm~front vowels undergo the following change in vowel quality and length: 

/u/ • /ii/ 

/o/ • /ee/ 

/a/ • /ee/ 

, ·Front vowels undergo only lengthening: 
I 

' /e/ • /ee/ 

IV • /ii/ 

The following tense-aspect forms call for alternate verb stem: (Each verb phrase 
: is ,given in both its affirmative and negative form and illustrated with /'ma-/ 'to 
J to. .. 

LS!lY.,, .. tell'. The translations given can only be approximations to the meanings 
expressed in Yohhno.) 
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tense/aspect form affirmative verb phrase negative verb phrase 

present perfect /'rnee-di 'yeh(-ba)/ 'maah-'rne 'yeh(-ba)' 

'has said' 'has not said' ' 

past perfect /'mee-di 'yehke(n)/ /'mee-di meehba 'yehke(n)/, 

'had said' 'had not said' 

probable present /'mee 'yeh-to/ /maah-'rne 'yeh-to/ 
perfect 

'has probably said' 'has probably not said' 

present perfect, /'mee(-di) 'du(-ba)/ /maah-'me 'du/ 
mirative 

'I realize (he) said' 'I realize he didn't say' 

emphatic-expressive /'mee-di!/ (no corresponding negative 
past form) 

dramatic past /'mee!/ (no corresponding negative 
form) 

imperative /'mee!/'mee-do~ !/ /mah-'ma!/ 

'say it!' 'don't say it!' 

In the two following only the negative forms require alternate verb stem bases: 

/'ma-sin/ /maah-'me/ 
neutral past 

'said' 'didn't say' 

main-point/telling /'ma-'kyo!/ /maah-'me-ba!/ 
past (I) told you! '(I) didn't tell it!' 

Table 8: Examples for the alternate verb stern base 

(When <-sin> and < -'kyo > are followed by auxiliaries, they follow the same 
pattern in the negative forms.) 

\ 

. 

f 
' 

i': 
' ; 

. 

I! 

So~e auxiliary verbs also require the preceding main verb to take the alternate 
verb ; stern base. If a given auxiliary verb requires the alternate verb stern base, 
this information is given in the dictionary with the entry of the auxiliary verb. 
We find it in the grammar note at the end ofthe entry: [Gram: .... } 

In summary, we need to remember that the alternate verb stern occurs in the 
following environments: 
• Before the suffixes /-ru/ and /-ha/ in independent and dependent verb 

phrases; in some forms /-di/ is an optional element; if it is dropped, the 
alternate verb stern base is retained. 

• In the negative form of the /-sin/ past. 
• In the affirmative form of the imperative. 
• In the dramatic past. 
• In the probable present perfect. 
• Before the verbal post-position /phan~o/ 'since, after'; in this environment 

there is fluctuation; some speakers use the alternate verb stern, while others 
don't. 

• Before the following four auxiliary verbs: 

'~eh-k aux. 'keep doing s.th.' [ Gram: vs perf. 1 + <-ti> + 
aux.} 

ta- aux. 'try doing s. th.' [Gram: vs perf. + aux.] 

ter- aux. 'do s. th. for somebody' [ Gram: vs perf. + aux.} 

•~aa- aux. 'dos.th. definitely/ [Gram: vs perf. + aux.} 
forcefully; 
do s.th. negative to s.b.' 

(This last display also illustrates the form of the grammar note which appears 
with the dictionary entries of these auxiliary verbs.) 

The .table below gives some examples of the alternate verb stern base for each 
vowel: 

ri',;s perf: = A.VS. At the time of writing the dictionary we called this alternate verb st~m base 
verb stem perfect, but find now that alternate verb stem base is a better designation 
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I;: -"---

/sa 'ko-/ '' 'to dig up ground' 
' ' ' 

/sa 'kee-do]J!/ 'Dig up the ground!' 

/sa 'kee-di 'yeh-ken./ 'The ground had been dug up.' 

/sa 'kee 'teh-ku 'du./ '(He) keeps digging up the ground.' 

/guh-/ 
. 

'to cry' 

/giih-di kabl-sin./ '(He) went crying.' 

/giih 'yeh-to.l '(He) is probably crying.' 

/maab-gih 'du!/ 'I realize he didn't cry. 

/'kye-g/ 'to sprout; to give birth' 

/'tsa 'kyee-di 'yeh./ 'The grass has sprouted.' 

/'tsa 'kye-sin 'du./ 'I see, the grass has sprouted.' 

/'tsa maah-'kye 'du./ 'I see, no grass has sprouted.' 

/'~i-g/ 'to die' 

/'kho •~ii-di!/ 'He died.' (expressive) 

/'kho •~i-sin./ 'He died.' (neutral) 

/'kho maah-'~i./ 'He didn't die.' 

/sah-/ 'to eat' 

/to seeh-di!/ 'I have already eaten!' 

/to sah-sin./ 'I have eaten.' 

/to maah-seh 'yeh./ 'I haven't eaten yet.' 

i .QFJrtJ:ie,behavior of vowel length in the negative prefIXes see section 5.6.2.2). 
~l ::A'1igood, number of additional phonological alternations are described in the 
~ Yohlmo-Nepali-English Dictionary, Hari and Lama (2004: Appendix 7) 

~ :JJlhese, vowel quality and length alternations are not observed in the dialect of 
I Tarke-Ghyang (Lal)gyapsa), nor in Kagate. 
i 

· { -'3,512 Verb classes based on different transitivity 

i Yohlmo is an ergative _languag_e. We observe that the ac'.ors of some _ve~bs ~e 
R cthe;,ergative suffix <-ki >, wh!le others don't. It seems nnportant to mdicate m 

I
~ <.1:he lexicon ·which verbs ask for the ergative suffix, and which ones don't. This 
·. ,'etitails· a sub-classification of the verbs, and we found that sub-classifying them 

according the number of nuclear noun phrase arguments a given verb can take is 
~ ,_.a;_good start, though we must admit, it does not account entirely for the observed 
g . us,e .oftl:ie ergative maker. Some observations concerning marker omission and 
I :m1ppression are given below in 3.5.2.4-5. 

I The traditional terms Subject, Object, and Indirect Object for the clause 
I arguments did not seem too helpful for Y ohlmo. We find that the more semantic 

terms actor, undergoer, and goal are more insightful. (A detailed:presentation 
of this theoretical approach can be found in "Clause, Sentence, and Discoµrse 
Patterns, Part I and II", eds. Hale and Watters, SIL, 1973) 

Looking at the various verbs, we fmd that some verbs are basically active, that 
is,. they take an actor, while others are basically receptive, that is, they do not 
take an actor. This results in the first basic division: active vs receptive verbs. 
In each of these sets we observe the following distribution of the nuclear noun 
phrase arguments: 

3.5.2.1 Active set 

. actor goal undergoer eveut verb type 

+ <-ki> + <-la> + <-0> + ditransitive ( v. dt.) 

+ <-ki> - + <-0> + transitive ( v. t.) 

Table 9: Some. examples of the form of the alternate verb stem basfl for.each . 
vowel 

+ <-0> - - + intransitive ( v. i.) 
' 

- ,r~ 
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That is, ditransitive verbs potentially take an actor, goal and undergoer argument; i.v,dt. . 
transitive verbs potentially take an actor and a goal argument; and intransitiv~ ·· '(ZS).' 'nooh-gi aba-'ama-la 'yihgi tag 'du. 
verbs potentially only take an actor. y.brother-ERG father-mother-GOAL letter send AUX.MIR 

The marking of the arguments is given in the table; but the following J: itv[y.younger brother sent a letter to my parents.' 
observations show that some refmements need to be made. 

The undergoer of transitive verbs is unmarked, except for aninlate undergoers .. ;. (26}, 'ama-gi IJal!-la tam thamch;i-'raIJ 
These may take the suffix <-la>, but this is an optional feature. · · mother- ERG I- GOAL matter all-EMPH 

' 
The undergoer of ditransitive verbs is always unmarked. Animate undergoers , 'Mother told me everything.' 

\;e-sin. 
tell-N,PST 

41 

are not marked with <-la>, because this would result in a sequence of two . ! . all erb requi·res or allows an additional marker for a certain . . . . Occas10n y a v 
nuc(ear arguments marked with <-la>, and this 1s not tolerated. (See also :':. ruigirinent. Such unpredictable behavior is given in the granmiar note of the 
section 3.5.2.4 below). '. · 1 ' •. I try , ex1ca en : 
The goal argument of ditransitive verbs takes the goal suffix <-la>. The .' 1.:(f.1, r'dt , . talk· tell' [Gram: goal takes <ala.> or <-ki 'poh-la>}. • . . ,, ~ma-, . .'•V; • • say, , 
same suffix 1s used for locative arguments; for this reason the term goal w ·: · , n , , . 

, , .. JfJd. . 

chosen, since it covers both uses. (Iu the above mentioned studies this thirq ·.••· ,.,., '1/.' ., •.' ... •. . . alJm . , rih 1 ..t. 'd b " 
argument is often called "site".) Examples for each type follow: ;; (211/"t~o~o 'kehpu-m n smm-raIJ - a '-1.o-w u- a 

· ; U/',l I e.brother old.man-Foe early-EMPH forest-Loe go-IMPF AUX.MIR-EMPH v.1. ,. 

(21) pehza guh-w · 'du. 
child cry-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, the child is crying!' 

(22) di 'kyibu-ni mahl)bu-'raIJ 'suuh-w 'du. 
this dog-Foe much-EMPH bark-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, this dog is barking such a lot!' 
v.t. 

(23) IJah-gi •~oh 'up-sin. 
I-ERG yoghurt cover-N.PST 

'I covered up the yoghurt. ' 

(24) 'kyibu-gi pehza-la 'kahp-sin./ 
dog-ERG child-GOAL bite-N,PST 

'The dog bit the child.' 

'mee- di Samden-gi aba-'ama l)yii-gi 'poh-la 'ma-sin./ 
say.A.VS-NFNL Samden-ERG father-mother two-GEN near-GOAL say-N.PST 

'Samden told his parents, "I saw big, old lama brother going to the forest 
i: ,, very early in the morning!"' 

· r 3,512.2 Observations on the omission of the ergative marker 

:; ,'.\:s'typical for ergative languages, the actors of ditransitive and transitive verbs 
take the ergative suffix <-ki >. However, under certain syntactic conditions 

. \ . (mainly related to the aspect and tense of utterances and some other constraints) 
,,;, the ergative • suffix may be omitted. Below we give various examples with 
, \ Hif!i1;(ed' ergative marker, accompanied by some explanations: 

/, : ' ,, The ergative marker occurs more regularly with the neutral past than with the 
present mirative form: 

(28) 'kho-gi 'meh 'tuuh-sin. 
he-ERG fire expose-N.PST 

'He warmed himself by the fire.' 
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(29) 'kho(-gi) 'meh 'tuuh-w 'du. 
he(-ERG) fire expose-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, he is warming himself by the fire.' 

• Also in the intentional present the ergative marker is often not necessary: 
(30) !Jah nahl]bar dela meh-sah. 

I tomorrow here NEG-eat 

'I won't eat here tomorrow. ' 

(31) !Jah 'nahre tchRIJ mih-thug. 
I now whisky NEG-drink 

'I won't drink whisky now.' 

• The genitive or possessive suffix also happens to be < -ki > . This often 
would result in two or more consecutive arguments ending in < -ki >. But 
this is not good style. The speaker ( or writer) carefully monitors from case to. 
case which < -ki > can be dropped best without losing clarity. (Two· 
< -ki > 's in a row are sometimes tolerated, but rarely more than two.) 

(32) 'kho-gi 'guru-la 'tehpa looh-sin. 
he-ERG teacher-GOAL commitment return-N.PST 

'He forsook the teacher. ' 

(33) 'kho 'rah!J-gi 'guru-la 'tehpa looh-sin./ 
he own-GEN teacher-GOAL commitment return- N.PST 

'He forsook his teacher.' 

• For the suppression of <-ki> by <-ni> see section 3.6.2.4 below. 

~e ~es governing the omissions are s~btle and would need a ~etailed 
description of several discourse features. This 1s beyond the scope of this short 

J~tch. 

3.5.2.3 Receptive set 

. 

actor goal undergoer event verb type 

- + <-la> + <-0> + direceptive ( v.dr.) 

- - + <-0> + receptive ( v. r.) 

I - + <-la> - + semi-receptive ( v.semi-r.) 
. 

eventive (v.e.) - - - + . 
. 

Direceptive verbs potentially take an unmarked undergoer and a goal marke? 
with <-la>, receptive verbs potentially take an unmarked undergoer, semi
receptive verbs potentially take a goal marked with < -la > (but no unmarked 
undergoer!), and eventive verbs take neither. 

While there are quite a lot of direceptive verbs, the number of receptive, semi
receptive and eventive verbs is very small. Following are some examples 
illustrating each of the above verb types in context: 

v.dr._"'"'" 
(~~) gah-la 'he 'kah-en. 

I-GOAL potatoes like-GIJST.PRS 

be;;,•'., ?,like potatoes.' 

• Co-actors (or groups acting together) usually don't take erg. <-ki>; see - (3S) 'mCJh-la 'tuhkpu hap _ 'du. 
section 3.6.2.5. below. Joli ''sb:~:GoAL h~dship fall.upon AUX.MIR 

"''f", 
I;\· 

\ '! 
'I t. 

'Oh, so much hardship has caught up with her. 
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v.r. 

(36) 't¾ 'khawa-'lah 'thog-gu 'du. 
today snow-mountain be.seen-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, the snow mountains are out today.' 
v.semi-r. 

(37) !Jah-la ya-w 'du. 
I-GOAL itch-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, I am so itchy!' 

(38) !Jah-la '!Jyahlsa-la kar-ti!/ 

v.e. 

I-GOAL sleeping.arrangement-Loe weigh-EMPH.PST 

'I lay on a hard spot!' 

(39) 'tihriIJ 'khyaa-w 'du. 
. today be.cold-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, it's cold today!' 

( 40) nee-sin. 
dwell-N.PST 

'(The cow) his conceived.' (Note: undergoer is not stated with this verb. 
The context will 1'!1ake clear who is meant) 

3.5.2.4 Suppression of argument markers by < -ni > 

We observe that erg. < -ki > or the goal marker < -la > often get suppressed 
by the focus marker < -ni >. 

• Though the sequence < -ki-ni > is possible, the < -ki > is often not 
necessary, e.g.: 

( 41) 'tihriIJ kuh!Jmu !Jah-gi 'milam 'thog-'gyo. 
today night I-ERG dream see-M.P.PST 

'Last night I had a dream.' 

(42) rjah-ni 'milam-la to sah-en 'thog-na IJah-la tsokpo oh!J-go 'yeh-ba! 
IaFOC dream-LOC food eat-PRS see-COND I-GOAL bad come-IMPF AUX-EMPF 

'It's a bad omen for me if I see somebody eating in my dream.' 

'.J':iSili:1ilarly, the sequence < -la-ni > is also possible, but the <-la> is often 
suppressed, e.g.: 

(43) l)ah-la phal]-Sin. 
I-GOAL regret-N.PST 

S ifelt sorry!' (e.g.: that I lost it.) 

(44) IJah-ni ~ibu-'ra!J phaIJ-Sin!/ 
. I-FOC big-EMPH regret-N.PST 

. 'Ifelt so sorry!' (e.g.: that I lost it.) 

• ·, · A string of two consecutive nuclear arguments ending in < -la> is not 
· tolerated; the first <-la> is replaced by < -ni >, e.g.: 

(45);,lk.l).ocla ni!J~i meeh-ba! 
- he-GOAL compassion NEG-be-EMPH 

· · 'He is merciless.' 
. I, 

f46) 'kho-ni 'mih-Ia ni!J~i meeh-ba! 
'" he-FOc people-GOAL compassion NEG-be-EMPH 

, :'lffii is merciless to people.' 
\ ' ' 

(47) di pehza-la tee-di IJah-la ni!J~i 'kye-w 'du. 
this child-GOAL see.A.VS-NFNL I-GOAL love sprout-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, I like this child!' 

. \ 
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( 48) IJah-ni 'moh-la ~ibu-'raIJ ni!J~i 'kye-en! 
I-FOC she-GOAL big-EMPH love ' sprout-CUSTPRS 

'I like her very much!' 

3.5.2.5 Marker suppression with co-actors and co-experiencers 

• Co-actors ( or groups acting together) usually don't take erg. <-ki >; compare 
especially ( 49 with ( 50): 

( 49) 'kho-gi 'moh-la sem peh-ku 'du. 
he-ERG she-GOAL heart-mind do-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'He is in love with her.' 

(50) khUIJ gyii sem peh-ku 'du. 
they two heart-mind do-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'They are in love with each other. ' 

(51) daIJ gah 'moh 'IJyimbu 'laahri peh-'kyo. 
yesterday I she with exchange.labor do-M.P.PST 

'Yesterday she worked in exchange labour with me.' (She was paying back 
labour to me.) 

(52) dzanima-'raIJ 'mih sem t~ii 'thoo-'kyo meh-yoh!J. 

' 

@,'\tkhUIJ 'pheebe-'ya sem t~ii ohg maah-khu. 
lo:, e;tJ1ey males-PL heart-mind one come NEG.PST-can 

J .. i, .'They could not agree with each other.' 

(55) '9hraIJ sem t~ii-la <l.ii-w 'du. 
:•:!• ,'we.INCL heart-mind one-GOAL match-IMPF AUX.MIR 
'"'' ,, ,,, 

!(Jh, we are all agreeing with each other! 

· is:2.6 v.i. or v.r. ? 
;-;:·t-, .' l 

We f9~yi,-ve .. that the actor of an intransitive verb is unmarked, and the 
11n(Jergo~i. of a receptive verb as well. Since both these arguments are 
{llµnafk~d, we get the same surface forms in intransitive and receptive clauses; 
We":H\j;@'!Cbe, able to decide on semantic grounds whether the argument with a 
ll\~il'ii''vetfr is an actor or an undergoer. But this does not seem to be Important 
for the syntax of the language. So, at this point of the investigation we have gone 
l'@!ii ffi'e<:inore conservative interpretation, and labeled most of these verbs as 
intransitjve. Further study might change this view. 

3.5,2. 7 Varying transitivity 

Some of the verbs in Y ohlmo have more than one transitivity status; the 
tfansitivity status of the verb changes according to the context it is used in. 

If the difference in meaning between the two transitivity statuses is not 
substantial (that is, if it is easily understood from the English gloss or definition), 

all-EMPH people heart-mind one carry-M,P.PST NEG cCOme 

'Not every one agrees with every one else.' 
1 the different transitivity designations are just separated by a slash in the part-of

speech label: 

• Co-experiencers don't take gen. <-ki >; compare especially (53) with (54-
55). 

(53) IJah-la sem kyipu oh!J-sin. 
I-GOAL heart-mind prosperous come-N.PST 

'I have peace of mind.' 

~, '• -<'-,, 
' 

" 'gyur- y.i./t. change. 

('5(i_ilitE~1.f¼,ula tshur 'gyur-sin 'du. 
water-channel this.side change-N.PST AUX.MIR 

· 'I see, the water channel has changed its course to this side.' 

(57) 'moh-gi gah-gi 'ma-'kyo tam 'gyur-sin. 
she-ERG I-GEN say-NR talk change-N,PST 

520111 'She changed what I said.' 
tOtifl.J/_t ·: _ 
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waIJ- v.t./i. hang up s.th.; be hanging. 

(58) IJah-gi 'kaptca 'kawa-la tcal)-sin. 
I-ERG clothes pole-L0C hang.up-N.PST 

'I hung up the clothes on the pole. ' 

(59) !Jah 'gaari nahl)-la tcal)-di kahl-'gyo. 
I car-inside-Loe hang-NFNL go.A.VS-M.P.PST 

': ,,~1Nf.t)li fr<,>m their f~rm which verb they would go with. A grannnar note in the 
1

1 
Je)\i!1Q!J,jndicates which verb they belong to. 

; · 31;6 · Stative verb phrases 

,:0fily';tlie'' copulas are inherently stative. They are a closed class of verb 
_ substitutes in copular constructions. These copulas are also used as auxiliaries at 

__ <' the end of active and receptive verb phrases to make them stative. In addition to 
, .' th~t the different fonns of the copulas also express different semantic notions 

. ; --~ 

1 (see fi_r -st and second column) and different illocutionary force (see top row) of 
'I was hanging there in the car as we drove along. ' -, · 

-:tiible,10. There are the following three sets of stative copulas: 
(While there are many such verbs in English, they are quite rare in Yohlmo.) rm, ,, 

' But if the different transitivity status makes quite a substantial difference ui: lo . 
meaning, a separate main entry is made (in the dictionary) for each transitivity' ,, 
status. But this does not mean that they are considered to be different lexical 
items. · 

yohl- v.i. pass (of time span); go past a certain point (used in time- and · 
space-related contexts in the realm of nature). 

( 60) !oh sum yohl-di 'kho !ooh ohl)-gen. 
year three pass-NFNL he return come-INT.PRS 

";,:, 

,,,:i ·!' 
old or general knowledge 

';"<1 

Identification present 
'yiho/ 'yihn-geo/ 'yihm-ba 

and past: 

existence/ location · present: 'yeh/ 'yeh-ba 

past: 'yehke(n) 

Table I 0: A precursory overview of the copular forms 
l 

rnirative/ 
inferential 

'du/ 'du-ba 

'He will come back after three years.' • First there are two different sets (columns 3 and 4) for evidentiality. (See 
also section 3.8). The copulas in the third column are used if the speaker 

(61) '!Jyihma 'kahl)-le 'mahtsi yohl-sin 'du. , states something which is old or general knowledge for him, and the copulas 
· · -· in the forth column, if he states something he has just discovered or sun hill-from little.down pass-N.PST AUX.MIR 

'The sun set a little bit past the hill. ' 
·, somehow inferred. · 

• ' The forms ending in /-ba/ are somewhat emphatic. 

2yohl- v.t. shakes.th. back and forth (e.g. rice in a tray in order to clean it). ' '" • The different forms in the first row of the third column (non-mirative 
identificational box) represent a difference in illocutionary force: 

( 62) '~i-gi 'neeh yohl-gu 'du. 
e.sister-ERG wheat shake-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'Oh, sister is cleaning the wheat. ' 

3.5.2.8 Irregular imperatives 

A small number of verbs have irregular imperative fonns. In the lexicon these 
are listed as main lexical entries because they are so irregular that you canno{ 

., . 

sure 

sure, emphatic 

/'yihn-gen/ less sure (but still quite sure) 
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• The copula for identification has no formal past tense, the above forms ar, Sl!fiii"attribution: experiencer takes <-la> : 
also used in past tense contexts, but there, /'yibn-ge(n)/ is most likely 
occur because of its more neutral illocutionary force. (6f) k:huD-la •~oo-'tehmu meeh-ba! 

• As can be inferred from table 10 above, /' du(-ba)/ also has no formal paii they-GOAL comfortable NEG.be-EMPH 
tense; the same forms are used in present and past tense contexts. 'They are not comfortable.' 

• For a complete listing of the copular forms see table 12. Di-Jttribution: experiencer takes attributive <-ti>, recipient (or GOAL) 

3,6.l The different copular constructions <laS;-. 
• So far we have established the following different types of copul (%is con§µ:uction is rare.) 

constructions: existence, location, attribution, semi-attribution, di-attributio r,~68),iiiW?h-ti 'khyowa-la semba . 'yeh-ba. 
receptive possession, attributive possession, and identification, This part o_ u.m _;',~he'-ATIRI.EMPHhusband-GoAL heart-mmd be-EMPH 
the sketch follows the model of Van Valin (1984; 1997). In the following w :wmlh'),f;-', · · ;111,.,h ±[~~,:: likes her husband. ' (somewhat elevated speech) 
try to sketch briefly the salient features of each of these constructions: ., , , , · , 

E~stence: -~ibutive possession: possessor takes <-ti>. 

(63) d~-'tihriJJ yaD t~hakpa ta-'~ihba 'yeh. 
nowadays luck big prosperity exist 

'Nowadays there is peace and prosperity. ' 

(64) talnJbu ~bu •~i 'nuhmu kb~ pin sum 'du lo. 
formerly formerly e.sister y.sister they sibling three exist.MIR REP 

'Once upon a time there were three sisters.' 

Location: needs a locative phrase: 

(65) 'nahre 'ada 'yuhl-la 'yeh-ba. 
now e.brother village-we be-EMPH 

'Now my elder brother is in the village.' 

tttribution: a quality ( expressed with an adjective) is attributed to something or · 

somebody: 

(66) di 'pahlaD piihru yaahbu 'yeh-ba. 
this cow little nice be-EMPH 

'This calf is nice.' 

(69} 'kho-ti tabu sum 'yeh-ba. 
he-ATIRI.EMPH horse three exist-EMPH 

'He has three horses!' 
(,,./::,\, 

(70) di pehza-di 'la-tshe-'raD mihn-du! 
this child-ATTRI spirit-life-EMPH NEG.be.MIR 

'This child is completely listless!' 

Receptive possession: possessor takes <-la> . 
-f"."' 

(71} Dah•la 'nohr 'yeh. 
I-GOAL wealth have 

'I have wealth. ' 

9'2,) Dab-la 'tehmba 'yeh./ 
• .. I-GOAL remembrance have 

'I remember it. ' 

51 
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Identification: 

(73) ooh kehmu-di simbu 'yihm-ba. 
that old.woman-SPEC monster be-EMPH 

'©en'e'riil attribution: 

i {1'~1)Jyih 'ywl-gi 'he 9ihmbu ohg-gen. 
, .. , , our village-GEN potatoes tasty come- cusT PRS 
~ .--.','.' ' 

'That old woman is a monster!' ,'''""' !The potatoes of our village are tasty.' 

,,, ·' Iii the proper context and with the right word order the copula for general 
(74) 'kho-ni 'ma1;tar 'yihn-gen. 

he-FOC teacher be-EMPH 
, ':'' Y'pr!;dications can be used in all the copular constructions mentioned above. 

'I am quite sure that he isl was a teacher. ' 

• Further, Y ohhno makes a distinction between specific predications and 
general predications. The copulas above are used for specific predications· 
the copula for general predications is the verb /ohg-/ 'to come', used wi 
copular function; e.g. 

Specific location: 

(75) di 'kahm-la 'he 'yeh-ba./ 
this chest-Loe potatoes be-EMPH 

'There are potatoes in this chest.' 

General location: 

(76) 'l)yih-i 'yuhl-la 'he ohl)-gen. 
our.EX-Poss village-Loe potatoes come-cusT.PRS 

'Potatoes are available in our village.I Potatoes grow in our area.' 

Specific attribution, mirative: 

(77) di 'he 9ihmbu 'du. 
this potatoes tasty be-MIR 

'Oh, these potatoes are tasty.' 

~- J:n five of the copular constructions mentioned above the stative copula can 
i6 be replaced by the "eventive copula", the verb /qo-/. This gives the 
! ,;/predication an eventive flavour; the following examples illustrate how 
,,i-J 

I 
s~J'1,e\'.ific, general and eventive contrast. 

·:spC1!ific attribution: 
tn·.,:(; 1, 

1(:79{':fifu khamsatJbu-'ratJ 'yeh. 
,?ffi'.)-"T, joyful-EMPH be 
?VB'N; ;_']- : __ ·, Ji I 

f -~ --,.r ___ [J,m me . 
. :hi.Jl:.;:;_,_.,-_ ,,, 

.· :@eneral attribution: 

'ij~,Q)• 't9hepa 'sihl)da-'ya khamsatJbu ohg-gen. 
worship gathering-PL joyful come- cusT.PRS 

. 'The religious festivals are joyful. ' 

'1Eventive" attribution: 

(81) di 'paalo 'tshii~ khamsatJbu kahl-di! 
this time name.of.festival joyful go.AVS-EMPH.PST 

'This time I enjoyed the "tshii$u"festival very much!' 

'.§.~l~iflc attributive possession: 
,_,.,. _,-,'",,'. 

i18J)P'l)yih-ti pehza sum 'yeh-ba. 
C:'i'PJ ',We.EX-SPEC.EMPH child three have-EMPH 
Jn·-:00.tTf:'·i'·-·,, 

" ·" ."We have three children!' 
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General attributive possession: ijt/i,qljary" and as "eventive auxiliary" respectively. Some of these derived 
1 

• cilii.i!Ses .then fall into a receptive pattern. 
(83) di 'ynhl-la 'mih-ti pehza malu.Jbu ohg-geu. 

this region-Loe people-SPEC.EMPH child many come-CUST.PRS 

7n this place people have a lot of children.' 

"Eventive" attributive possession: 

(84) di 'kyee-di 'JJyih-ti pehza ',i;i cto-en. 
this be.born.A.VS we-EX-SPEC.EMPH child four go-INT.PRS 

•j!g,ether with the other copular auxiliaries this results in quite an elaborate 
i/tfoi;n, of different tense, aspect, and evidentiality combinations. And yet, 
everything seems to fall into place quite naturally; the resulting constructions are 
not difficult to understand. But to go into all the details of these derivations is 
beyond the scope of this sketch. (See also remark_ in the last paragraph of section 
l'.W7J@).' 

'31'fif1f'c~njunct/disjunct notion missing 
t:}fJJ:£• ,_ , .. _, '' 

'After this one is born we will have four children.' }ID~~ ·~ant to point out that all the copulas can be used with 1 ", 2nd and 3"' 
The three copular constructions which caID1ot take the "eventive" copula are the ' pe~son. ; ohlmo does not follo~d the so,,called conjunct/disjunct pattern. The 
" 11 · · t I ti t· ossessi·on c0pula / du/ 1s not reserved for 2 and 3 person. If a speaker does somethmg ,o owmg: exis ence oca on, recep 1ve p . · . . . 

' . . . . . . . n\fl/lantarily and wants to express this, he will use /'du/, e.g.: 
3 6 2 Copulas used for expressmg eVJdentiahty m derived stative clauses ( 

5
·) h . 'kh 1 ,,1,b ,1 '•· "-b 't h 'd 

· · 8 · ee, JJa -1 uma- a 'l) u u~e 0ernu a ce u. 
Stative clauses in Y ohlmo are derived from the active and receptive patterns, 1 O, I-ERG purse-LOC money put.in-INF rememberance exchange AUX.MIR 

using the various copulas as auxiliary verbs. These auxiliary verbs are always: : 'O, J forgot to put money into my purse!' 
placed at the end of the verb phrase. It is interesting to note that the evidential • , ;;, . 
force of the copula is retained in these derived clauses. Basically it is the same : 3;7 Tense-aspect system 

system, yet we observe a subtle shift when the copulas are used as auxiliaries, ; fu ¥ohlmo, most tenses and aspects are expressed with a combination of a verb 
compare the following table with table 10 given at the beginning of section 3.6.1; · suffix (sf, see section 3.7.1), an auxiliary verb (i.e., a main verb used as 
and with table 12 in section 3.7.2, which gives a full listing of the forms of the i aajdliary), and a copula used as auxiliary (for copulas see 3.7.2). 

three sets below. ·, A.precursory formula for the VP in Yohlmo looks like this: 
:· hrr.qj/5-.i . '. 
·, il'J?rM~..9f mam verb+ /-sf +/-aux vs/aux.vph + /-sf + /- cop+ /-sf auxiliary evidentiality 

'yihn set truth emphasized 
(a main verb used as aux.) (a cop. used as aux.) 

'du set mirative/ inferential 

'yeh set neutral 
· \¥hile the main verbs used as auxiliaries require a specific suffx ( or zero) on the 

,p!lececling stem of the main verb, the suffix on the verb stem which precedes the 
· '' c<t~pulas used as auxiliaries varies according to the tense and aspect which is 

Table 11: Precursory overview of copular forms used as auxiliary verbs ,. ii!i'iended to be expressed by a given VP. 

Further it is interesting to note that in those derived stative clauses /ohg-/ 'to ) 'fhecorresponding dictionary entry (Hari and Lama, 2004) specifies which suffix 
come' can be used as an auxiliary for general statements, and /cto-/ 'to go' is i$ J,J.eeded on the main verb for a given auxiliary. For example. the dictionary 
used to make derived stative clauses eventive again. (See section 3.6.1?, ex. (82' ~11try for main verb < 2peh-k> 'to do' when used as auxiliary adds the 
84). In such constructions these two verbs function as "general statemen , information needed in a grammar note as follows: 

-- '(.~------·. 
\ 
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'peh-kaux. beaboutto[Gram:vs+ <-t<;e> + aux.} 

(86) di pehza nahm-'ma-na sasa sah-'T,,e peh-ken 'du-ba! 
this child when-say-coND earth eat-INF do-REPET.PRS AU:X.MIR-EMPH 

Oh, this child is always about to eat earth! (small child crawling on the 
ground.) 

3.7.1 List of the verbal suffixes _• \l __ 
\ f 

The number of strictly verbal suffixes (i.e. the suffixes used in the tense/ aspec e' ;,,,,,. __ , 

system) is relatively s~all. _ They are as follows: (Some illustrations ~f the usag }/4iilr/ 
of these suffixes are given m the correspondmg d1ct10nary entry; Han and Lama, '.i . • • 
2004) i 'j iil~2t~I c /-di/-def 

/-keu-gen - -en - -vvn'/ or 
/-ke --ge 2

/ 

/-kemba ~ -gemba - -emba/ 

/-ku - -gu - -w - -wa' -
-ko - -go/ 

/-kya - -gya/4 

'intentional present' 

'decided future' 

'imperfect aspect' 

'concomitant action participle 2' 
Rarely used in the E dialect area, but quite 
frequently in the W area. 

: ,; eirlt f';) •.• , 

• • :.,/.,;sim~ba-'rag/ -sim-ma-'rag 

• f~tJg - -dog/ 

'(itfri1 ,:,; ~;. 
Hi, .B"Yi 

"fiifJJIIi ½'I 
( ) ·•·.>· 
9Nlle '· ,-

· _• /!•o '"" -"o - -ro/ . ') ,t "t 
,,i 
~i 

' v stands for any verb stern vowel. If /-en/ or /-vvn/ are used they are phonetically [-e] an d , 
[-vv (n)] respectively, and the stern vowels are all phonetically long, i.e. the contras ;j-~j~;~ ~ -d:j;e ~ -"T,,e/ 
between long and short stern vowels is neutralized before these surface forms of the suffix. l ! /,f~W;.., -d:j;u - -'T,,u/ 

;l 
2 The variation between /-ken/ and /-ke/ is conditioned by style of speech or dialect. 

' Siilfix combinations: 

'main-point past/ telling past' 

'dramatic past and present' 

'conditional' 

question suffix for past tenses; success-in
adverse-circumstances-past; on auxiliaries: 
'slightly emphatic present'; 'perfect aspect' in 
certain contexts. 

'neutral past' 

'perfect aspect; nonfmal position marker 1; 
expressive-emphatic pasf 

'nonfinal position marker 2' 

'polite affirmative imperative'/ with 
interrogative intonation: 'shall I ?' 

'familiar imperative' (verb stem only, but 
some vowels undergo quality and length 
changes. For the details see section 3.5.1 
above.) 

'probable future' (Phonological conditionig: 
/-<l,o/ occurs in free fluctuation with /-ro/.) 

'desiderative; infinitive' 

'optative' 

3 /-wa/ occurs in free variation with /-go/ or /-gu/ between verb stems ending in a vowel and 
following emphatic suffix /'rfilJ/, 

4 Note the special behaviour of these two suffixes as to voicing assimilation: 

< -kya > • /-gya/ after voiced consonants 

•. ~lf,~p ~ -gen - -en/ can be followed by /-mu/ or /'rag/. Before both of these 
,s~es, the final /n/ of the preceding suffix is deleted if nasalization does not 

' it)'i'.•\·' 

• /-kya/ after vowels 

<-'kyo> • /-'gyo/ after voiced consonants 

• /-'kyo/ after vowels 

11_:lic,_!!l occurs after stems ending in /p/. 

\;;/jS;te/ and /-de/ occur before the suffix /-'ag/ in the Eastern dialect. In the Western 
dialect area these two variants occur always instead of /-ti/ and /-di/. 
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take place; if nasalization does take place, the /n/ is realized as nasalization. The 
\ 

forms are as follows: 'i 

/-ke-mu ~ -ge-mu ~ -e-mu/ 'concomitant action participle I' .· 

/-ke-'rag ~ -ge-'rag ~ -e-'rag/ 'imperfect continuous aspect' 

negative 

/mihn-du/ 

semantic remarks 

'existential, locational, attributive 
and identificational' -

/-te-'rag ~ -de-'rag/ 'perfect continuous aspect' evidentiality: realizing, mirative/ 
inferential 

/-ti-ma-'rag ~ -di-ma-'rag/ 'nonfinal position marker 4' 
'ditto, somewhat emphatic' 

/-temba-'rag ~ -demba-'rag/ 'nonfinal position marker 3' 
'identificational - evid.: attesting 

3.7.2 List of the copulas truth _ sure' 

/mihn-du-ba/ 

/mihn/ 

Table IO and table 11 do not give a complete listing of all the possible copul ' /mihm-ba/ 
forms. These two tables concentrate on the most relevant semantics and on the 'ditto - 'evid.: atteSting truth -

59 

tense 

present and 
past 

as above 

present 

present 
sure, emphatic' 

illocutionary force of each copular set in the clause constructions given in thel•.1 J'f4 .. 4"",' ---t------t--'----'----------f--------j 
context of those tables. , 1 '~(yjhn-cl,o/ /mihn-cl,o 'ditto - evid.: attesting truth - probable 

In the list below we give a complete list of the affirmative and negative form: 
1
1"4,f~:,;-'.e;:i"?c.;"'"-'-' --+-------+--'p_r_ob_a_b_le_' _________ -1-fu_tur_e __ --1 

Column 3 gives and a brief description of the semantics and of the illocutionaf)I :jij~g-gen/ 
force of each form; and the remarks on tense also contribute to the semantics. All ''ct/ 

/mihg-gen/ 'ditto - evid.: attesting truth - quite present 
sure' 

forms may be used in the copular constructions, as well as, as auxiliaries in the "'--~--1-/-m_e_e_h/ ___ +,-ex-i-st_en_t_io_n_a_l_, l-o-c-at-io_n_a-1,-an-d--+-p-re_s_e-nt'-----< 

VP of the other clause constructions There they always occur at the end of the attributive, 
VP. In either of these positions they have basically the same semantics and 
illocutionary force. /meeh-ba/ 'ditto, somewhat emphatic' present 

/meeh-ba 'ditto' - ( for emphatic past the past 
'yehken/ present tense form may be used: 

/meeh-ba!/) 

/meeh-to/ 'existentional, locational, and 
attributive' - probable 

Table 12: Complete list of the copular forms 

probable 
future 

,; \;'.~talready mentioned above, all these forms may be also used as auxiliaries in 
' ['1tJ/,epredicate phrase with active verbs for various tense-aspect combinations, and 

! · _in those tense-aspect combinations the copulas used as auxiliaries basically have 
i the same semantic notion and illocutionary force as in the copular constructions. 

Tims, to express the tense-aspect semantics of the VP in Y ohlmo we have the 
sllffixes listed in section 3.8.1, roughly 24 main verbs used as auxiliaries, 13 
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main verb p~ases u~ed as ~uxilia1>'. phrases (i.e. the auxiliary verb is preceded t~SQJ)ilil;li!:!thaa .'du!/ 
by some particle which which modifies the meaning of the main verb), and all : u "•,here blood COP.FOR MIRATMTY 
the copular forms listed in 3.8.2. Furthermore, sections 5.4, 5.4.1 and 5.5.7 °0f+·yJh/ see there is some blood here.' 
describe some additional interesting features of the Y ohlmo VP. 1 • ot,ll"i\•·•·. · ' . . . . . . . . · . • · •· fu the tense-aspect system these copulas occur as aux1ltanes, and there they 
The tense-aspect system m Y ohlmo 1s mdeed very nch, and to give a detatled . · •. · .11 h the same meaning as above· i.e. they contribute some of their 
d . . f 11 th "bl b' . f h " . d d 1· b11S1ca y ave ' escnptton o ~ e poss1 e com mat10ns o t e 1eatures mentione an tsted •· lliis"ifr~ehseto the verb phrase they are used in, as can we see from the examples 
above and to illustrate them adequately goes truly beyond the scope of 1:1\is ·. Jifvr· . 
gr~ar sketch. Here I just want to add the following observation: It is quite tl.() ,'., . . _ , eh.I' 
amazmg how regular the forms of the verb system are ( only very few . Q90) · • kbo d~ la olnJ-go Y 
exceptions), and how everything falls into place quite naturally. In spite of it's ·o;r,~ •. ,~\l :.this-LOC come-IMPF AUX.STAT 

richness, it is not too difficult to grasp it in understanding. nor to use it ill ;;bov!:'!f.e'Tiabitually comes here. 
speaking. . E9ib•~O)l_gl(;>•de4a ohng-gen 'yibm-ba./ 

3.8 Mirativity and Evidentials <ba,,b~1 here come-I.PRES AU:X.TRUTH.EMPH-EMPH 

Evidentiality in Y ohlmo is best understood when we start with looking at '(I) know that he is coming here.' 
mirativity which naturally occurs in a present tense context. Mirativity i\ -(Q~~uh-dol), 'kbo ohlJ-gu 'du!/ 
expressed by using the copula / du/. ~ii! ~iwirlt-Jl\fP he come-IMPF AU:X.,MIR 

Y ohlmo basically has the following three copulas: ·:zniii;i>:tWait, I see him coming (now).' 
,--------.-----------~------------1 WRW&leaiilii.gof /'du/ can quite easily be grasped in those present tense contexts 
/'yeh/ for existence and location these express general git~iii1t~J~· ex 89 and 92). But we also fmd /'du/ in the back bone line of 

1--------1-----------1 knowledge " ··i·=.·•.' .. ··.· .. ".'.
1
.k.'.ti.·.v.· e texts. Here I especially want to discuss what happens in telling personal 

/'yibn/ for identification · 1-------+------------+------------·!!I exp'eriences or giving reports about some events.
1 

For these texts the back bone, 
/'du/ for mirativity used for new information, ( oh . jiJ,~\f _1/aturally the past, and yet in such past tense contexts we frequently fmd 

I see ..... ./ I just · j · · · i6l/;<,l/ng with /'du/. And there it becomes a signal for evidentiality. (See table 
discovered ..... ) , j_ :w?{) 1: ohlmo speakers signal in the ~ itself their_ degree of personal 

L.,. _____ .L,_T_b_l_l_3_Th __ thr __ b ___ -.,-_j__-f-th---
1
-------111 • iiment m the events reported. To descnbe the variations possible I have 

a e : e ee as1c1ormso ecopuas ·j c¾,1:'" ,, · . . .1J'o~lf\t W,()St ,convement to speak of the degree of speaker mvolvement. · 
(For a full list of the copular forms see table 12). 

(87) dela 'thaa 'yeh. 
here blood COP FOR LOC/EXISTENCE 

'There is some blood here. ' 

(88) di 'thaa 'yihn./ 
this blood COP.FOR IDENTIFICATION 

'This is blood. ' 

.: J• !Hf,~everb phra_se endings liste~ below, when ?ccurr~g _in a past tense 

.· f•~h, ,~~~al some kind of ev1dentiality. The followmg vanations have been: 
• , or.isei:ve,d.. , 
;' ·i ':.i{:ff·1,..1 ·,·.,_,, 

;0H1fr'.:-' ·' 

1 For story telling Yohlmo uses somewhat special styles. 
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1. Speaker as experiencer: is signaled with · • i.lf\i!'~~ 1,hi> signals close observation, i.e. immediate 
1--------------------+--------~·11 • !~t-;;f/m! /. mirativity 

speaker was personally fully involved, but reports -sin .l[-~.,,,j,,,'h.,;,.,,. . .,,. ,+'·:-,---,--.-------j--:-----;-----:~----:----;---,-:--:-:--1 
••" 0 ~,- "i'';d > signals somewhat remote observation, i.e. 

emotionally quite neutral; this is just the simple, · ;'ljWS sm · u 
neutral past tense " en'\i :,Ii,;· somewhat remote mirativity 

•:e;;;~ku 'du> signals present continuous mirative 
2. Speaker as inferer: 

• Table 15: High-lighting devices in present tense contexts 
speaker expresses: "I wasn't there at the time when -sin du 
it happened, but I found out later." But.all these three VP combinations also occur in past tense contexts; 

is signaled with 
'1) 

1-------------------+----------.'IJ :,;s-,sin 'du> is part of the evidential system as already shown in table 14 

1-3_. _sp_e_a_k_e_r_p_a_s_si_n_g_o_n_i_n_fo_r_m_a_t_io_n_: -----+--is_s_ig_n_a_l_ed_w_i_th __ ~ ~b~~e; and the other two VPs are used for the following expressive-emphatic 

features: speaker expresses: I heard somebody else say this; 
he will quote the other speaker directly 

adding the "hearsay 
particle" /lo/ at the end . 
of the VP 

,, (. 

.,:.a.\fs'du> 
is used for spotlighting, usually for just on one 
action or event 

Table 14: Use of the copulas in expressing evidentiality \,2:'¾Js:ku 'du> is used for lively high-lighting, usually for a 

The particle /Io/ may be added to any tense/aspect forms. With this particle th. chain of actions 
speaker just signals that he is passing on what somebody else told him. Usuall~IL_!.-2....e---T-a_,.b-,-le-l6-=-:-=H=i-g:-h--=-hL_g-:-h-.tin-g--,;d-ev-:i-ce-s-:i-.n_p_a-.st-:t-en_s_e_c_o_n-.te-x-.ts----~ 

he also mentions who the original speaker was. He will use the same tense/aspec 
form as the original speaker used, and simply add /lo/ at the end of the ver. 

~:,}Oi',.furthfr tense/aspect combinations 
¥0lilrn.b further has the following tense/aspect combinations for past tenses: 

phrase. 

3 E 
· h · i ,<iiV's~ilJ'o > main point past/ telling past 

.9 xpress1ve-emp atic eatures 1-·---¥"'-"/~H:cc• .. _, .. _,,. ~-----1-----------------

The table above gives a quite a simple system for evidentiality. However, vario < a.vssti! > expressive-emphatic past 
expressive-emphatic features are also expressed in the VP. They are importan·l.ll--1.li:'l-'·a-W-'s-'U'-ti->-(m--ae_)_m_i_hn_du-!-+--ex_:p_:r_e_ss-iv_e_--ex_p_lan-a-to_ry_p_a-st ______ _ 
features to produce interesting Yohhno talk; and it happens that a number o,·\l lk· #·";..a•;L'-.;;.·,_,, _ __:___:_ ____ .J.--_:_: ______________ _ 

these expressive-emphatic features also use /'du/ at the end of the VP. Thi :rvs,6hly> dramatic past 
greatly complicates the proper understanding of the whole picture for the VP. f- __ _:_: ______ -+-___ _:__ ___________ __, 

<a.vs-pa> success-in-adverse-circumstances past 
A full description of these expressive-emphatic features goes beyond the scop· I h---=---------1------------------1 

of this short sketch. The two tables below just list the possible combinations an. ,41: vS"kerr'> 
briefly explain their meaning. This way we may get just a little idea of the <iii..·"-''· " · 
richness of possible tense-aspect combinations occurring in the VP of Y ohlmo. · · ,;>Uic?i, · · 

Repetitive past (formally this is the 
intentional present; when used in past tense 
contexts, it signals repetitive actions and 
events.) 

In present tense contexts we observe the following verb strings ending in I'd 
(of which only the first two have slightly expressive-emphatic meanings): · 

gr~i/ti';()E; r ! > 

.J J .,,_, t .•. 

Table 17: Some other interesting tense/aspect combinations 
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Below is an excerpt of a personal experience a young lama had on his trip 
Ladakh which illustrates some of the features mentioned in tables 14 and ',16 
Context: he was on a bus trip approaching Ladakh when one night there w 
such a heavy snowfall that it became very difficult for the bus to continue 1h 
journey. 

(93) l)ah-'raJJ-ni 'bas-le then-di 'lahm-gi 'thoo lJOO-le 
I-myself-Foe bus-from come.out-NFNL road-GEN above side-from 

cl,o-'rag cl,o-w 'yehken; 'khawa-la deta 'kyahp-ti 'bas-ki 
go-EMPH go-IMPF was, snow-LOC slip hit-NFNL bus-GEN 

'suhr-la rihl obl)-sin; 'bas 'istart kahl-di 'tshakka 
near-Loe fall.over come-N.PST bus start go.A.VS-NFNL wheel 

'9ihk-tse-;j;i yihr-'kyo; ohze-la-ni ]Jah 'yoma 
little-about tum-M.P.PST that.much-LOC-FOC I left 

'kaJJba-la 'tok-tse-;j;i 'dee-gen thi nee-'kyo; 
foot-GOAL little.touch-about-one touch-REL likeness think-M.P.PST 

ohze-la-ni 'kaJJba-gi 'rehko-'aa t9haa-sin 'du-ba. 
that.much-GOAL -FOC foot-GEN bone-also brake-N.PST AUX.EVID-EMPH 

I myself, having come out of the bus was walking above the road (beside th 
bus); then I slipped in the snow and fell down beside the bus; when the bu' 
tried to start again the wheel moved [ little bit; at that time it seemed to me 
that it touched my left leg just a little bit; and later it became evident that 
the bone of my leg indeed had broken at that moment. 

The use of /-sin du-ba/ in the last clause signals that the speaker only found o 
later that the bone was really broken. At the time it happened, he just felt tll 
stubbing touch. 

3.11 Causatives and permissives 

The active transitive verb /t9uu-/ 'push unto' is used as an auxiliary verb , 
construct causative or permissive clauses: /t9uu-/ aux. 'to cause/ to allow'. 
isolation such clauses are ambiguous: they can be either causative or permissiv 

, It is the context in which such clauses occur that will make clear which meanin 
is intended. In actual fact this potential ambiguity is rarely a problem. For mo 
utterances in context the hearer will know easily which meaning is intended. 
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; atical configuration is the same for both meanings. The auxiliary is 
: y the verb stem of the main verb. All the tense and aspect suffixes or 
iaries which the non-causative or non-permissive clause would have, 
d to the causative/permissive auxiliary /t9uu-/. If there is a negative 
·involved, it is also attached to the auxiliary, that is, it precedes the 

, ., rb stem which is the normal position for the negative morpheme. 
the following formula for the causative/permissive verb 

verb ( +/- NEG)+/t9uu-/ +tense/aspect suffixes and auxiliaries 
·. "\. · · of the original clause. 

' y clause from the active set (3.5.2.1) may be transformed into a 
pclmissive clause: a causer or an allower is preposed; it becomes the 

es the ergative suffix < -ki >, the original actor becomes the 
~,,takes the GOAL suffix <-la>. (We could call it DATIVE here, but 
~teµtly ( GOAL) for the suffix <-la>, if it occurs in the nucleus of the 

·,:;;-,)s also used for LOCATIVE; though I think semantically it is the 
, in locative positions I just prefer to gloss it Loe.) 

,GL •causative/permissive: 

·,' 'a:la obl)-di 'yeh. 
dia-LOC come-NFNL AUX .. STAT 

l>(• \'>, , - . 

'."'·' · 'kho-la 'barma-la obl) t9uu-di 'yeh. 
'r"ERG he-GOAL India-LOC come. cause/allow- NFNL AUX.STAT 

ffias caused/allowed him to come to India. 

'tL causative/permissive: 

j'9oh 'up-sin. 
;j:Jl!Ids cover.up-N.PST 
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(97) 'ama-gi JJah-la '90h 'up t9uu-sin. 
mother-ERG I-GOAL curds cover.up cause/allow-N.PST 

Mother caused/allowed me to cover up the curds. 

0 _ Inflectionational and derivational morphology 67 

lam kharpe-ti-'raJJ 'lih-'kyo mihm-ba, di dzambulit]-gi 
word example-SPEC-EMPH be.left.behind-M.P.PST not.be-EMPH this world-GEN 

OiJIJih-'ya-la 'lop-tam 'kyahp-t9e-gi t9hir-la 't9hee-'raJJ 

CL dt. - > CL causative/pennissive: 

(98) 'nooh-gi aba-'ama-la 'yihgi taJJ 'du. 

. ,,. :ipeople-PL-GOAL exhortation hit-INF-GEN purpose-GOAL rel.book-EMPH 

Iii ::if~i,/;fahnda ohra)J 'din-la 'priih ',i;aa naJJ 'du. 1 

, 1'4'.,,)foow we.INCL front-LOC write.VS.ALT put give.HON AUX.MIR 
y.brother-ERG father-mother-GOAL letter send AUX.MIR 

The younger brother sent a letter to his parents. 

(99) JJah-gi 'nooh-la aba-'ama-la 'yihgi ta)J t9uu-sin. 
I-ERG y.brother- GOAL father-mother- GOAL letter send cause/allow-N.PST 

I caused/allowed my younger brother to send a letter to our parents. 

3.12 Observations on passive voice 

Y ohlmo has no special morpheme or special word arrangements for passiv 
voice. Yet the notion seems to be in the language anyway. In natural text the· 
are just some clauses occur which we need to translate with a passive in Englis 
because no actor phrase occurs. 

However, leaving away the actor phrase is the norm in Y ohlmo discourse, if thi 
core argument can be understood from the previous context. This happens ve, 
often; it is good style not to restate it. So if we can supply the actor from th 
previous context, these clauses are certainly not passive. · 

But very occasionally it happens that we cannot retrieve an actor from th 
previous context; such clauses we need to consider to be passive. Example 
(101) and (102) below are such cases. They come from a teaching passage abo 
the book called "PUJJgyen". In paragraph 6 the teacher states: 

(100) ohle ooh 'lop-tam-di tahnda di 'dzambulit]-la 'teh-ken-gi 
and.then that exhortation-SPEC now this world-Loe stay-NR-REL.OPTL. 

'mih-'ya-la tam kharpe 'lih 'du. 
People-PL-GOAL word example be.left.behind AUX.MIR 

And this teaching has been left behind as an example for the people of this 
generation. 

. ,-_,}.41t;~'.:': 
·• ,;},}{And it was not only left as an example, for the purpose of teaching the 
. ·;;;ji,\wepple of this world, this book, having been written, is now in front of us. 
-~~ 

fd~b 'whee-gi 'mihn 'gyaldzen 'tsemu pUJJgyen 'ma-e 
._,: t' book-GEN name 'gyaldzen 'tsemu pU)Jgyen say-cus.PRS 

'yilun-ba. 
T,!fox.TRlITH.EMPH-EMPH 

·,f~rlthis book is called 'Gyaldzen Tsemu Punggyen. 

'\iy mention that in paragraph 1 of the text the teacher stated that God wrote 
. ook. But in the intervening 4 paragraphs several other actors come on 
.,So the fact that paragraph 6 states no new actor, sentences (101) and (102) 
•.:example are truly passive Y ohlmo sentences. 
''-i)_ 
1·gh sentence (100) is also translated as passive above, in Yohlmu 
··• atical terms, it could also just be considered an impersonal clause 

ction because the verb is intransitive. Such impersonal constructions 
.•frequently in Y ohlmo. 

•RWWision of the IMPF sf. /-gu/ on the verb /na~-/ and the use of the mirative auxiliary 
•· 

1tlie end of the verb phrase shows that the book is not just written in front of the hearers, 
is has been written beforehand. 
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(4) Word formation 
(~.gC .1999. Strahm, Esther aod Anita Maibaum). ~e. follow~g are 

, 4.1 Derivational morphology 

14.1.1 Derivation by snffixes 

pies from Y ohlmo: (For the details of the symbolization of high vs 
te;i;,on the one hand, aod basically level vs falling pitch contour in each 

.I~~~ti~n 2.4.) 
!;_,, 

Y ohlmo has a relatively small number of derivational suffixes. We 11.:f.egi;ter vs low register: (this is the most productive feature) 
observed the following 

/-pa ~ -ba ~ -wa/ 

/-pa~ -ba/ 

/-pu ~ -bu/ 

'people from that place' ( attached to place names) 
·-· ·· to fill up, t. /'kalnJ·/ to fill up, i. 

Ordinal numbers are derived with the same suffix from• · to, spoil, t. /'noluJ· / to spoil, i. 

the cardinal. Only we have no /-wa/ variation here. , ,: , to send, perform /2ta!nJ-/ to be ajar, opened 
With numbers ending in a long vowel the long vowel ='.ilf\£, ~;.,,~:_:,_--+-_;_-------t------j----,-------i 
gets shortened, aod the suffix called for is /-pa/. '1 'tii'Hiv 1 

' · person from a non- nnahJ;Jbu/ maoy, much 1 ffll?dilCL 1C ;, ; lama clan 
Alternative suffix to derive ordinal numbers. But there 11~·id·•j1•~r"1•"'£,,'-.'--'.~. -1_-'-----.--.-_-__1,_ _____ L-------~-

is a tendency to use the ones ending in < -pu > •, 11~dfll~~~l!l~fl:'.'.:~~!s'!'p".'ir~a'.':'ti~o:-;nccv'.."s'..'.n-::o::n'....-::as:'!p::1r::a=ti=o::n=·-,----~--,----------
when they refer to persons. Also with this suffix the ' 1-mt~haa-/ to break, i. /4tcaa-/ to break, t 
shortening of a long stem vowel takes place. , ll;ie;Ll;;:i,\•12· 'c-,;,.,:,, __ --~-------+-----+---------J 

~tliult to wind up ( e.g. !'tu!-/ to tame 
,Examples: 

(01) Yohhno Yohlmo-wa 'kah!J 

~~~c}i\'i 2,: ,·,• 'thread) 

'kahi;J-ba voice, noise !'khee/ vow, responsibility 

I 

'Helambu' 'a person from Helambu.' 'hill' 'a person living on a hill' 

(02) JJYii JJyi-pa tcuptin tcuptim-ba 

'two' 'second' 'seventeen' 'seventeenth' 

(03) tcipu-di 'yahr toJJ, )Jyipu-di 'mahr toJJ, sumbu-di 
first-SPEC upward send second- SPEC downward send third-SPEC 

phar toJJ!/ 
over. there send 

'Send the first (person) upwards, the second downwards, and the third on 
over there!' 

• (For some interesting derivations for adjectives see section 3.3.1). 

, 4.1.2 Derivations with register, aspiration, and voicing 

That high vs. low register, aspiration vs non-aspiration, aod voicelessness 
voicing are features which are used widely in derivation in laoguages of 
Central Bodie Unit is a well known fact to aoyone who has worked in a Bo 

'11/l:eies~hess vs voicing: (this necessarily also involves a register shift) 

to obstruct /1 gaa-/ to get smck 

to offer, give, h. !'bulga/ gift, offering 

to chum build, h.; get up, h. 

to meditate !'gom-1 to jump over 

Table 18: Three different derivation modes 

e stableness of the pitch contours in derived pairs or sets 

· Jable 18 illustrates the pairing of the pitch contours. If the high register 
jj basically level contour (i.e. contour 2), the low register counterpart 
''have a basically level contour (i.e. contour 4); and in the same way, if 

J:·Jtl 
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the high register item has a falling contour (i.e. contour 3), the low regist 
counterpart will also have a falling contour (i.e. contour 1 ). 

We could give numerous examples of this. In fact this principle holds for all t 
pairs we have investigated. I • 

In set 2, where no register shift is involved, the pitch number remains t 
same. The derivations of set 3 combine register shift and some other feature, 
we see the same pairing of pitch contours as in set 1. 

We observe that as to the features of the tone system of Y ohlmo, for derivatio. 
a change in register is used; but changes in pitch contour are not used to effe 
derivation; in the course of the classification of the vocabulary for pitch conto 
I was again and again impressed by the stability of the contours in derivatio 
(Admittedly, the identification of the pitch contours is not an easy matter beca . 
the phonetic difference is very subtle indeed; but as this principle of pai · • 
emerged, and was confirmed again and again, it became a helpful tool for 
identification of the contour of an item.) 

4.1.4 The notion of derivation by association 

As the principle of stableness of the pitch contours emerged and was more a 
more confinned to hold, I started realizing that derivation in Y ohlmo involv 
playing around with the three parameters mentioned in table 18, and that t. 
derivation process is effected by associated concepts, rather than on the basis • 
exact semantic correspondences. This kind of derivation may be combined wi 
the mode of derivation by adding suffixes. But whatever is changed or add · 
the pitch contours remain stable. Table 18 illustrates this with a few examplei 

arrange, take care 1tceeh-

of 

religious book 3tchee-

:n/¢ommon concept: arranging things neatly 

fasten, bind 2taah-

weave cloth 2daa-
2daabil 

exchange, barter 

dress up (with a 
costume) 

take up space/ 
clean 

lick (eg. plate) 

china bowl 
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be 

\~c~noept: fasten: 2taah = the space is fastened/bound; 4thaa: involves a 
· .. tening; 2daa-: association - taking up space ... 

to tame, break in 1dul- to defeat 

wind up (eg. 
thread) 

,'~;sociation obvious; 3thul- - a lot of taming has to be done there, too! 

change subject, 1praah- cut off 
twist the truth 

kick ( of 1praah, n. precipice 
animals) 

~·~ -

ori concept: cut off - "kick" involves a similar action ... 

send/ perform 2 be ajar, open 
3tche-k be tired 2d81J- be sufficient 

flat meadow 4phret •!81)-e all level 

tanka painting 

health 
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connnon concept=performing 4thal) 3tche-k=result of performing (lit.: 
performing breaks; 2dal]- = result of a lot of performing; 4phretal) 4taJJe: 
obviously related, here the concept oflevel comes in; it gives a link to the next 
two items.in row 4; 4thal]bu = performing well 

Table 19: Some examples for derivation by association \ . 

The examples of table 19 show that the conceptual basis for association is've:, 
wide. · 

4.2 Compounding 

4.2.1 Noun compounds 

Yohlmo uses a good number of compound nouns. We have signaled compoun 
items by separating the components with a hyphen. As a general rule, eac 
component of the compound retains its original pitch contour, but on the secori 
component the dimensions of the tone contrasts are greatly reduced. (Therefore/ 
have not tried to symbolize this with pitch lines in the table below.) The numb 
of the pitch contours is placed before each morpheme. If one of the componen 
is disyllabic, the second syllable falls away. This can be done so easily, becaus 
the diagnostic tone features of disyllabic morphemes primarily fall onto the fi · 
syllable of the morpheme. (See section 2.4) Examples: 

/
4tip/ 'bee' l'prahl)/ 'sweets' 

/
4tip-1prahl)/ 'honey' 

l'tcah/ 'tea' flohma/ 'leaf 
l'tcah-2loh/ 'tea leaves (of salt tea)' 

!'din! 'front' !3so/ 'tooth' 
/

1din-3so/ 'front teeth' 

/
1kyahgar/ 'lowlands' l'lahm/ 

/
1kyah-1lahm/ 'main road' 'path' 

l'tihl)/ 'deep, bottom' i''7;Ul)I 'hollow landscape' 
l'tihl)-';i;UJJ/ 'remote region' 

·,--c,,Word formation 

'wood' ;•par/ 
/3tar/ 

. 'printing' 
'stack' 
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• • 'wooden printing block' /4cil)-3tar/ 'stack of wood' 

. . . Table 20: Compound nouns 
_Mii[,;: !'i_·, . 

·~,);,.number of nouns which could be analyzed as compounds, but in 
~initial consonants of the second component show heavy assimilation to 

· ·• :7 g .segment so that it seems more appropriate not to mark them as 
&> in these nouns the second component also loses its original pitch 

w<J falls under the influence of the first stem. Examples: 

/
4tchuda/ < 4tchu + 4thaa> 'water mill' 

< 4sol + 1tcah> 1tea, hon.' 

< 3tche + 3thi > 'house altar' 

· Table 21: Tonally non-compound nouns 

ompounding in verb phrases 

!i!:Wllig 'four items show that compounding also occurs with verb stems. 
.. :ve from a corresponding stem morpheme and this morpheme keeps its 
0,egtster and tone contour. Thus they also belong into the domain of 
,.dil\'f Tb.e forth item is a somewhat special case as we can see from the 
'bn:s given with it. It seems to vacillate between compound item and 

;·,, 

occurs after the first syllable of clan names to make 
them abusive expressions. (From /'ruhl-/ 'to rot'); 
may occur after many verb stems and after some 
noun stems as well; meaning: 'help with the activity'; 
/-rooh/ occurs after stems with /u/, /-ruuh/ 
elsewhere. 
occurs after verb stems; meaning: 'have time for the 
activity'. (From /'lohl)/ 'chance; opportunity'). 
attached to verb sterns; meaning: 'pretend to perform 
the activity'. (Probably from /'tsen/ 'fright; kind of 
evil spirit'). This compound item undergoes the 
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normal voicing assimilation for suffixes (see section 
2.6.1). But for most speakers the affricate does not 
undergo fricativization (see section 2.6.2). This is 
probably because of its falling pitch, which after the 
vi. initial is pitch 3, and after the vd. initial naturally 
falls into pitch 1. So we could say that it behaves like ;, 
a "hybrid" between compound item and suffix. · 

Illustrative examples for these items can be found in the dictionary (Hari an1 

Chhegu Lama, 2004) under the corresponding dictionary entries. 

4.3 Honorific speech · 

4.3.1 Honorific lexical items 

Like many Tibetan related languages, Y ohlmo has a different set of lexical items 
for the most common verbs, nouns, and adjectives for honorific speech. Som 
examples: 

ordinary lexical item honorific lexical item English meaning 
4ter- 4naJJ- 'give' 

3JJyi 2looh- 1zim- 'sleep; lie down' 
3kaJJba '~ahp 'foot; leg' 
2 goo 'u 'head' 
2~ihmbu 3JJyeebu 'tasty' 
2q_o-I 2oh]J- 3phep- 'go; come' 

Table 22: Some honorific lexical items 

But, as already mentioned, this concerns only the most common vocabulary, 
such as food related expressions, body parts, and housing related expressions. 

In addition to the relatively small number of honorific vocabulary, any ordinary 
verb can be made honorific by inserting the honorific verb stem of give (nag-) as 
an auxiliary after the verb stem of the ordinary verb: 
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'\imp.)' in ordinary language is: /yopta 'kyahp-tog!/, 

ic language it is: /yopta 'kyahp nag-dog!/ 

: t,);,y the .example, the auxili~ verb 'nag-'_ is inserted innnediately 
'·my· verb stem, and any fimte or non-fnnte suffixes of the verb 

ached to the auxiliary. The negative prefixes 'meh-' (in non-p_e'.1'ect 
ah-' (in perfect context) are also prefixed to the hononfic auxiliary; 

_,gi, yopta 'kyahp meh-nag-gen. 
therCERG meal hit NEG-give.HON-CUST:PRS 

/father does not cook meals.' 

isYafso quite common to use an honorific verb stem plus the honorific 

'"~' , , 'phep nag-sin./ 
· · ather go/come:HON give.HON-N.PST 

dfather went.' or 'Grandfather came.' 

orms should be used for elders and lamas. Members of lama families 
ito use honorific forms more often than non-lamas. 
ct,.• 

11phoric reference in honorific speech 

as no honorific pronoun; for anaphoric reference it is necessary to 
f\ill NP. For venerated persons the NP is usually quite long, containing 
t~1 'name, but also one or more titles, and it sounds good in honorific 
'repeat the full NP; but occasionally it does get shortened somewhat for 
references. 
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(5) Syntax 

5.1 Structure of the NP 

I The unmarked order for the constituents of the simple NP is the following: !. 

Simple NP-> (Dem) (Intens) ((Mod
1

) N (Mod,) (Quant) 

Demonstrative and intensifier exclude each other. The same is true for Modit] 
1 and Modifier 2; they will not co-occur. Only a small number of adjectives w· 
occur before the noun, the great majority traditionally occur after the no 
Nowadays, however, some speakers put them also before the noun. Presumabf 
this is due to the pressure from the national language, Nepali, where they have occur before the noun. 

The quantifier slot is usually filled by numerals, but interestingly, the pl 
morpheme also occurs in that slot, even though I consider it to be a suffix. }; 
least in the orthography we represent is as a bound morpheme. 

So far I have observed only one lexical item which can fill the intensifier slot; 
is the adv.ph. lt,;;i teeuen! 'very, much (expressive-emphatic) 
(06) t,;:i teeuen t,;:hu 'tsaubu d:niba 

what lNTs water river huge 

'a very large river' 

5.2 Structure of the clause 

Neutral order of the clause constituents is as follows: 

(S-Introducers) (Temporals) (Locatives) Actor/Agent GoaVSite Undergoer •• 
Predicate (Attitude peri) 

The core arguments of the clause are the ones without parenthesis. 
5.2.1 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses occur before the Head Noun of the main clause. Any clause typ: 
may occur as relative clause. The relative clause ends with VS+ REL(+ optiona 
REL). For the first relator position there are the following two options: 

REL-> <-ken>(l-gil) if modifying CL has no notion of past tense. 

REL -> < -'kyo > (/-gi/) if modifying CL has a notion of past tense. 

The (l-gil) is in parentheses because it is optional. Example (09) shows that mo 
than one clause may be embedded before the Head Noun. Examples: 

. 'khauba-Ia Iep-t,;:e-la 'nesa t,;:ii 'baaki 
, ·theu.g house-Loe arrive-INF-GOAL resting.place one left.over "'·Cy 

~aa-Ia Iep 'du lo. 
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,: place-Loe arrive AUX.MIR REP 

nJhey arrived at the place which was only one restingplace away 
heir home. 

·;••• I , · 1· goo 'thoo-Ia t,;:au-'gyo-gi 'laahwor e p,~1-g . 
' ;_~;e.sister-GEN head above-Loe hang-REL-REL.OPTL llllll.stone 

:,i ··diaJJssin 'du lo. 
ifier send-N.PST AUX.MIR REP 

''t moment (the monster) swiftly loosened the mill stone which was 
:}jgjust·above the head of the elder sister. 

'kyepa 'phee kam-gen, goo nam-la then 'teh-ken-gi 'namin 
, y waist half dry-REL head sky-Loe come.out sit-REL-REL.OPTL stigma 

· lo? 
·hat REP 

,, 'at did (he) say? What is the meaning of the stigma_ that I am dried out. ? 

' mvards from my waist, and that my head keeps sticking out znto the azr. 
· /speaker is a sick fish.) · 

·1 -;.. i 

;9Wplement clauses 

1ement clauses are embedded clauses filling the object slot on the higher 
Pf.the main clause. In Yohhno such embedded clauses end with the 
· .izl!r <-ti> (=/-ti~ -di/). Examples: 

• -,\iu-gi .· pehza-gi kehpu 'yahr q_o-gen-di 'thou-sin. 
:· ·ey-Pbss child-ERG old.man upwards go-PRS-NR see-N,PST . 

.. }Tfi~tr' child saw the old man going upwads. ' 
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(11) di pehza-gi 'preken rih na!nJ-la tohIJbo-'ya-le-gi 
this child-ERG langur forest inside-Loe tree-PL-DIR-GEN 

phar 't9ho]J-gen-di tee 'teh-kn 'du. 
over there jump-PRS-NR look.vs.ALT stay-IMPF AUX.MIR 

'This child is watching the langur monkeys jumping across the trees in the 
forest.' \ 

For verbs of perception like see ('thoJJ-) and watch (ta-) the use of 'the 
nominalizer <-ti> is sufficient. For other verbs of cognition like believe ('yih 
't9hee-) or know ( 9ee-) the verb say ('ma-) has to precede the nominalizer 
<-ti> . Examples: 

(12) 'kho 'mih yaahbu 'yihn 'ma-e-di JJah-gi 'yih 't9hee-gen. 
he person good be say-PRS-NRI-ERG beliefgo.ahead-INT .. PRS 

'I believe that he is a good person. " 

(13) 'nooh 'tihri]J dela 'lep miih-khu-gen 'ma-e-di 
y. brother today here arrive NEG-can-INT..PRS say-PRS-NR 

JJah-gi 9ee-sin. 
I-ERG know-N.PST 

'I knew that (my) younger brother would not be able to arrive here today.' , 

As to the relative clauses, we may say that they are embedded in the modifier 1 

slot of the main clause. I consider them to be on the same clause level. (See : 
section 5.2.1) 

Complement clauses, however, filling the object slot on a higher level of the' • 
main clause, marks this shift clearly with a different morpheme. With relative 
clauses the nominalizer <-ti> will not occur. Another significant difference .. ' 
between these two sentence types is that relative clauses need to be followed ' 
inunediately by the Head Noun of the main clause, while complement clauses do 
not have such a restriction. 

-Syntax 

· er :of the clause constituents 

f~st-posing of clause constituents 
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"¥illy· any clause constituent can ~e post?osed; but post-posing of the 
·gent is especially frequent. As to Its function we can malce the followmg 

ticin: 

st-posed constituents are often simply after-thoughts: they serve for 
arification. This kind of post-posmg IS very frequent m oral style. When 
al texts are edited with mother tongue speakers, most of these post

osements are eliminated. 

; evertheless, I feel that in some places the post-posing is intentional to 
hchieve a dramatic/emphatic focus. (Dramatic seems to be the appropriate 
term for post-posing in narrative texts, and emphatic in expository texts.) It 
'can be used cleverly to achieve a lively, expressive style. When editing we 
··• jwe to be careful not to over-edit. 

· 'just one example of post-posed Actor with a dramatic effect: 

Jltmihmba, 'yelmc!,a 'meedi mehyohIJge, 
· mih- yihn-pa 

NEG-be -EMPH 
'yelmc!,a 'ma -0-ti meh- ohIJ -ken 
this.way say-A.VS-PFCT NEG-come-1.PRS 

JJah ]Jyimbur 
iJah JJyimbu-'raJJ 
I with -EMPH 

c!,o 'kohe, (A) khyeni! 
c!,o 'koh-ken khye-ni 
go must-I.PRS you.SG-FOC 

No, this won't do, you have to come with me! 

Order of clause constituents and topical focusing 

focusing seems to be rather more complex. Basically, we can say that 
constituent with the topical focus comes first in the clause; but there are a 

i her of particles which have to do with focus as well, and these seem to 
· pose some restrictions onto fronting; in any case, the fronting and the particles 

'e'to harmonize. 
0 

ilitition for topical focus: this is the thing we are mainly concerned with now 
i.~.--it is the constituent which is most important for the development of the 
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argument/event or action.) In the following a few typical constituent sequence 
are discussed separately; basically the fronting strategy is the same for all o 
them: the constituent with the topical focus is fronted as far as possible. 

This applies to various constituents, and the principle is basically the same ; 
each case. The Undergoer (U g) is an especially good candidate for topic 1 

fronting; example (15) has a fronted inanimate Ug: · 
(15) ohle (Ug) thaggu pruh'kyogi kuyen (A) klmggi 

ohle thaggu pruh -'kyo -ki kuyen khUl)-ki 
and.then tanka write -REL-REL.0PTL reward they-ERG 

(G) IJahla (P)phulsin. 
IJah-la phul-sin 
I-GOAL offer-N.PST 

And then they presented the reward for the thanka paintings to me. 

Often topical fronting supported by the clitic <-ti>. This has a singling-a . 
function; that is, it singles out and puts into focus a constituent which i 
semantically similar, or semantically comparable to other constituents in th 
context. If <-ti> is combined with topical fronting it seems to occur most!: 

with Ug constituents. Example: 

(16) 

5.4 

'tcah-rhil 
'tcah-rhil 
ball.of.tea.leaves 

ral)ga 'maida tag 'tsohl). (Ug) 'clibudi 
ragga 'maida tag 'tsahl)-0 '~bu-ti 
and white.flour send send-IMP money-SPEC 

(Act)gah (Loc)'yahmbula (P) lee ohl)di terken. 
IJah 'yahmbu-la lep ohl)-ti ter-ken 
I Kathmandu-LDC arrive come-NFNL give-INT.PRS 

Please send me a ball of tea leaves and some white flour. I will give you th 

money for it when I arrive in Kathmandu. 

Concise ways of speaking 
' 

Y ohlmo uses a great variety of clauses with serial verbs where we find soil) 
little particle added between the two verb stems, or sometimes also finally aft 
the second verb stem. These kinds of clauses result in very concise ways o 
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plex ideas. I find these the most interesting and typically Y ohlmo 

.some complex ideas. 
: _;plrragraphs briefly explain and illustrate these kinds of concise 

'l•lln ,the examples we first sketch the morphological make up of the 
~--involved, and this is followed by an approximate English 
· ;·e examples then illustrate the usage of these concise verb phrases: 

p~h-k - 'do something for good' 

',i;aaci pehke. 
. '1: 'khagba 'kyur ',i;aa-ci peh-ken 

· •• house leave.behind put-for.good do-INT.PRS 
°leaving this house for good. 

IJahgi 'mohla terci peh'kyo. 
IJah-ki 'moh-la ter-ci peh-'kyo 

'.lill7eSS I-ERG she-GOAL give-for.good do-M.P.PST 
this tibetan dress for good. 

· .. \;i vs + identical v - 'something happens for good' 

'tor~i' 'torsin. 
'tor-ci 'tor-sin 

: c get.lost-for.good get.lost-N.PST 
is lost for good. 

: l,,ci! is most probably related to the verb /'cil 'to die') 

.,<-tr;e> +identical vs+-'gyi - 'vs will certainly happen' 

'du, taahni 'd,i;ella 'tchitce 
'du taah-ni 'd,i;el-la 't,;hi-tce 
AUX.MIR now-F0C prison-L0C fall.into-INF 

'\'°,, ··•nah! 
'nah 

: -definitely F ACT.EMPH 
mitted murder (or cow slaughter!), so he will surely be put into jail! 
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taahni di toptca sa~e sah-'JJyi 
taah-ni di toptca sah-tce sah-'JJyi 
now-Foe this food eat-INF eat-definitely 
Now this food is truely ready to eat. 

(20) vs+ -'JJyi 'teh-k - 'like to do vs' 

kahl 'du! 
kahl 'du 
go.A.VS AUX.MIR 

Y ohlmu 'mih'ya 'barmala qo-'JJyi 'tehke. 
Yohlmu 'mih-'ya 'barma-la qo-'JJyi 'teh-ken 
Helambu people-PL India-Loe go-definitely stay-eusT.PRS 
The people from Helambu like to go to India. 

'khoni 'ca sah-'l]yi 'tehku 'du! 
'kho-ni 'ca sah-'JJyi 'teh-ku 'du 
he-Foe meat eat-definitely stay-IMPF AUX.MIR 
He surely likes to eat meat! 

(21) vs+ <-ken +-tllii> peh-k - 'undertake vs, but be not fully successful' 

1Jah 'tchoJJgendzi pehke, khUJJ 'meehme'yagi tala 
1Jah 'tchoJJ-ken-tcii peh-ken khuJJ 'meehme-'ya-ki ta-la 
I run-NR-one do-eusT.PRS they family-PL-ERG hair-Loe 

zuJJdi 'tihti !ooh khyol)ge 'nahle. 
zul]-ti 'tih-ti !ooh khyol)-ken 'nahle 
catch(E)-NFNL pull-NFNL return bring-eUST.PRS obviously 
I kept trying to run away and they would grab my hair and pull me back 
(towards their house). 

'khogi 'pasal 'tsuuen~i peh 'duba. 
'kho-gi 'pasal 'tsuu-en-d:i:;i peh 'du-ba. 
He-ERG shop establish-NR-one do AUX.MIR 

'He wants to open a shop, (but will probably not be too success.fit/).' 

)ys+-raa (=aux.v.) - 'overdo an activity' 

tuhl]raadi 'lahkpala dela 'mahr 'thaa 
tuhl]-raa -ti 'lahkpa-la di-la 'mahr 'thaa 

·!Jl(H) beat.up-excessive -NFNL hand-Loe this-Loe down blood 

thenge. 
then-ken 
'cOme.out-eUST.PRS 

~ we were making gravel we had to smash up so many stones that the 
ad would drip down our hands. 

'") adj.stem -raa + 'khyer-ti - this string is used to intensify a quality 

· khurpu 'tcheraa 'khyerti 'kohle 'yahr'taJJ 
1.¼:hurpu 'tche-raa 'khyer-ti 'koh -le 'yahr-'ralJ 
s load big-excessive take.along-NFNL door-from up-EMPH . .~, 

·s load was so huge that it wouldn't even go through the door. 

' 'kauli 'tcUl)raa 'khyerti paa 'tshak tcii'aJJ 
' 'kauli 'tcUl)-raa 'khyer-ti paa 'tshak tcii-'alJ 

"s cauliflower young-excessive take.along -NFNL curry meal one-also 

.PFeT-come 

e cauliflower is so tiny that there isn't even enough for one meal. 
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pehza'ya 'tcepa tsokraa 'khyerti 't.ur'taJJ 
pehza-'ya 't.epa tsokpa-raa 'khyer -ti 't.uhr-'raJJ 
child-PL behaviour bad-excessive take.along-NFNL subdue-EMPH 

miihkhue 'samma kahl 'du! 
meh-khuu-ken 'samma kahl 'du 
NEG.NON.PFCF-be.able-CUST.PRS up.to go.VS.PFCF AUX.MIR 
The children have become so naughty, they can't keep them disciplined 

\ 

anymore! 
(24) vs/n. -rooh/ -ruuh peh-k - 'help with an activity' 

Etymology: rooh peh-k 'to help' leeh peh-k 'to work'. 

Note that this auxiliary VP may also be attached to nouns! 

Phonological conditioning: /-rooh/ occurs after main stems with vowel quality , " 
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aba 'mahni 'pombo 'yehke soJJgo'raJJ 'mih 'ci-'rihmba 
aba 'mahni 'pombo 'yehken soJJgo-'ralJ 'mih 'ci-'rihmba 
father ritual.prayer.leader be because-EMPH person die-each.time 

'gyaala lep 'kohe. 
'gyaa-la lep 'koh-ken 
place-LOC arrive must-CUST.PRS 
Because my father is a mantra leader he has to partake in all the faneral rites 
(of the region). 

khUJJgi ooh 'taJJga kuJJla ':?:aadi 'koh-'rihmbagi 
khUJJ-ki ooh 'taJJga kU]J-la ':?:aa-ti 'koh-'rihmba-ki 
they-ERG that money common.fund-Loe put-NFNL need-each.time-CADS 

, 'tsaal'tiiw 
/u/, /-ruuh/ elsewhere. '''tsaal-'tii-ku 

'yehke. 
'yehken 

sah-ruuh pehken t',ii'raJJ mihmba, 
sah-ruuh peh-ken t',ii-'ralJ meh-
eat-help do-INT.PRS only-EMPH NEG.NON.PFCT-

'yihn -pa 
be.truth.emph -EMPH 

'leeh-ruuh'alJ peh 'kohe. 
'leeh-ruuh-'alJ peh 'koh-ken 
work-help-too do must-INT.PRS 
You cannot just come for eating, you must also help with the work!' 

'tihril) 'JJyihla 'ay-'phal 'ruu-rooh peh ',O leh. 
'tihril) 'JJyih-la 'ay-'phal 'ruu-ruuh peh ',O leh 
today we.EX-GOAL apple(W) gather.in-help do come.IMP pleadingly 

Please come and help us picking apples today. 

(25.1) vs+-'rim/-'rihm/ -'rimba/-'rihmba - 'each time when verbing' 

nekyi 'thu-'rihm 'tahJJma'raJJ di 'leehmu 'mae? 
nekyi 'thu-'rihm 'tah:tJma-'raJJ di 'leehmu 'ma -ken 
pot wash-time each-EMPH this alike say-CUST.PRS 
Did she say this every time when you washed the dishes? 

·U:Se(N)-AUX.F.L.V.-IMPF AUX.PST 
:{They would put that money into a common fund and use it as the needs arose. 

c(:~5.2) /-'rim •t~e-ti/ - is used as an ADV phrase in the following example: 

. chepala topt.a 'mii-'rim •t~eti 'kyee 'kohe. 
~hepa-la toptca 'mii-'rim 't.e-ti 'kyee 'koh-ken 
eHgious.festival-Loc food eye-time cut-NFNL distribute must-cusT.PRS 
tfestivals you must watch carefully that you don't leave anybody out when 
u serve the food 

. 4.1 Reduplication of verb stems 

. · s is a typical feature of Y ohlmo clauses and also results in expressing quite 
plex ideas very concisely. Examples: 

) vs + vs - 'wherever/whatever/whoever' 

kaahla q,o clo pehza'ya 'til) 'JJyaadi oh:tJgu 'du. 
, kaah-la clo clo pehza-'ya 'til) 'JJyaa-ti oh:t]-ku 'du 

._e.Ex where-Loe go go child-PL after follow-NFNL come-IMPF AUX.MIR 
( erever we go the children come after us. ,, 
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'mihgi tci tci peh peh'ralJ 'khogi pehke. 
'mih-ki tci tci peh peh-'rlllJ 'kho-ki peh-ken 
person-ERG what what do do-EMPH he-ERG do-CUST.PRS 
He always does what the other people do. 

(27) vs + vs + 'tse-g - 'take turns with verbing' 

khUIJ l)yii 'ciken 'tuuh-'tuu 'tsew 'du! 
khulJ l)yii 'ciken 'tuuh 'tuuh 'tse-ku 'du 
they two louse pick pick play(E)-IMPF AUX.MIR 
They are picking each others lice. 

'niu'-ziilyanc[gi 'pahl ohl)si'mana 
'niu-'ziilyan<l-ki 'pahl ohl)-sin-'ma-na 
New .Zealand--GEN wool come-N.Ps-say-coND 

'kahp-'kap 'tsee. 
'kahp 'kahp 'tse-ken 
snatch snatch play(E)-CUST.PRS 

'1Jyohe 'mih'yagi 
'l)yoh-ken 'mih-'ya-ki 
buy-REL people-PL-ERG 

When the wool from New Zealand arrives people snatch it away from each 
other. 

(28) vs +.-'rag+ identical vs 

'IJibrna tcii IJah Y ohlmo kor'ralJ kortce 'yeh. 
'l)ihma tcii l)ah Y ohlmo kor-'rlllJ kor-tce 'yeh 
day one I Helambu walk.around-EMPH walk.around-INF AUX 
One day I certainly will trek around in Helambu. 

(29) vs +-'ag + identical vs 

l)ahgi Yohlmo kor'alJ kor s?111s~. 
l)ah-gi Y ohlmo kor-'lllJ kor s1hn-sm 
I-ERG Helambu walk.around-also walk.around finish-N.PST 
I have already trekked all around Helambu. 
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(30) vs< -kendi > + identical vs< -'kyo > - 'the action that happened' 

'kyahlbu 'kyahhnu 'yahmbula !ooh 'phepti oohgi 
'kyahlbu 'kyahlmu 'yahmbu -la !ooh 'phep-ti ooh-ki 

' king queen Kathmandu-Loe return go.HON-NFNL that-GEN 

'til)la'ga di 'mih rihlgendi rihl'gyo 
'til)-la-'ka di 'mih rihl-ken-ti rihl-'kyo 
after-GOAL---CONTR.FOC this people fa11.over-NR-SPEC fall.over-M.P.PST 

'yibrnba, 'mih 'tchol)gendi 
'yilm-pa 'mih 'tchol)-ken-ti 
be.truth.EMPH-EMPH people run-NR-SPEC 

'yihmba. 
yihn-pa 
be. truth.EMPH-EMPH 

'tcholJ'kyo 
'tchol)-'kyo 
run-M.P.PST 
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This falling over and running away of the people happened only after the king 
and queen had left for Kathmandu. 

5.5 Clause chaining 

5.5.1 Consecutive actions 

Clause chaining is very common in Y ohhno. There are the fo11owing three suffix 
or suffix combinations which are used for non-fmal (NFNL) clauses to signal 
consecutive actions: 

I. The non-fmal marking suffix /-ti~-di/ (=<-ti>) is attached to the A.VS. 

2. /-sim-ba-'rlllJ/ is attached to the vs. 

3. /-tem-ba-'rlllJ ~ -dem-ba'-rlllJ/ is attached to the A.VS. 

· The actor of the non-fmal clauses is by defmition the same as the one of the final 
clause. The suffix combinations given under 2 and 3 seldom occur more than 
once in the same sentence. They are used to give the consecutive nature of the 
two events more prominence. 

<-ti> however, can be used to chain together several clauses. In narrative texts 
such long clause chains may be used to signal a climax in the event line ( see ex . 

. · '(32) below), or the fmal denouement after a climax (see ex. 33) below. 
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(32) then kahl-di 'laJJ-gen 'bele-ni, "JJah •~i-gi 'kee 'leehmu 'Wi 1, :, 'i -dembaraJJ/ or /phandzo/ 'after' for sequential nonfinal · clauses, Nevth'tHe!ess',flrt 
go.out go.A.VS-NFNL beg-REL time-Foe my sister-GEN voice alike what'· 

1

., . , combination with the 'concomitant action participle clauses 1 or 2' the text genre 
kwJ 1 , ahr hir 't h di . · ·. , mentioned above also may have quite long sentences. 

'yihm-ba?" 'mee-di kar d - ethr. h dm PINTS run9 ~JJNF-NL ,, .· , C . . . 
is--INT say.A.VS-NFNL win ow- oug own . . •:, 5.5.2 oncmmtant action and vs. reduplications 

'prah]Jdza rhil 'tap-ti kyaJJ '9ii-di lo, ' , ·\' i The simple concomitant action participle is < -kemu >: 

hugging INTS SOW-NFNL INTS die-A.VS-EMPH.PST REP f (34) while this happened something else happened - < -kemu > 
'pin l)yika-'raJJ ! 
sibliIJ both-EMPH 

When she went out to beg (he heard her from the window and said,) 
"What's that, it sounds like the voice ofmy sister!" And he jumped out of 
the window, fell right onto her, they hugged each other and just died this 
way. (This is not the end of the story, it has a happy end.) 

(33) "'ahncl,a 'ma-na-ni ohraJJ 'dzamma-'raJJ ruhp-ti 'nama-la . i 
this.way say-coND -Foe we.INCL all-EMPH unite-NFNL sister-in-law-GOAL \I 
ten q,o-e 'tuhl)al peh meh-'koh-e" 'mee-di /s;j 
pull.out go-INT.PRS worry do NEG-must-INT.PRS say.A.VS-NFNL ', 

'ama-'ya 'khyer-ti 'dzamma-'raJJ 'khyer-ti 
mother-PL take.along-NFNL all-EMPH take.along-NFNL 

'praah-la 't9a 'tsuu-di 'mahr phap-ti 't9hU1Jma 
abyss-LOC' rope.ladder put-NFNL down descend-NFNL wife 

phroo-di khyol)-di lo! 
snatch-NFNL bring-NFNL REP 

''In that case let's go and take her out (of the cave)" he said and he took 
along the family members and all who came along, and unitedly they let · 
down the abyss a rope ladder, descended it, snatched the wife and brought 
her home. 

In both of those. examples above we can observe how direct quotes can be, buil/· 
in neatly in to such clause chaining sentences. 

Such long clause chains with <-ti> are mostly a feature of story telling. h\ 
telling personal experiences, giving reports, or in expository texts more than one, 
or two clauses chained with <-ti> occur rarely. Also, in these latter texts ther.• 
is a greater tendency to use the more prominent /-simba'raJJ/, /-temba'rru)-r; 

.'. JJah lepkemu 'khogi to sahw 'yehken. 
· JJah lep-kemu 'kho-ki to sah-ku 'yehken. 
I arrive-while he-ERG meal eat IMPF AUX.PST 
When I arrived he was eating his meal. 

But there are also ways to express the extent of the concomitant action more 
:.,' ,precisely by using vs reduplication in one of the clauses plus adding some other 

§i.1pportive particle. This again results in very concise way of expressing quite 
complex ideas, Examples: . . 

(35) while in the process of verbing - vs reduplication+ <-'rag> 

•kho ohl)gemu l)ahgi to yo'raJJ yow 'yehke. 
'kho ohl)-ken-mu ]Jah-ki to yo-'raJJ yo-ku 'yehken 
he come-PRS-while I-ERG grain.meal cook-EPMPH cook-IMPF AUX.PST 

,;:When he came I was in the process of cooking the meal. 

i.(36) while at one point in the course of verbing - vs reduplication 
+<-ken>+ <-tse> + <-la> 

sahedze sahedzela lah]Jsimana, 
sah-ken-tse sah-ken-tse-la lah]J-sin-ma-na 

grain.meal eat-PRS-about eat-PRS-about-GOAL rise-N,PST-say-COND 

'yehpa'raJJ sala 'tehti sah mihl)yuhl)ge. 
'yehpa-'raJJ sa-la 'teh-ti sah meh- · 'IJyuhJJsken 

illld,then again-EMPH ground-Loe sit-NFNL eat NEG.NON.PFCT-get-CUST.PRS 
~nee you get up while you are eating, you are not allowed to sit down and eat 
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(37) while in the span of verbing when the two spans approximately overlap: 
vs reduplication+ < Ia-ni > 

khUJJ 'meehme'yagi to 
khulJ 'meehme-'ya-ki to 
they family-PL-ERG grain.meal 

yo 
yo 
cook 

yolani 
yo-la-ni 

cook-GOAL-FOC 

Sonamgi 'yih 'tcheeegi see~i 'thoJJsin. 
Sonam-ki 'yih 'tchee-ken-ki seeh tcii 'thol]-sin 
p.name-ERG astonishment go.ahead-REL-REL.OPTL thing one see-N.PST 
While they were preparing the meal Sonam saw an astonishing thing. 

5.5.3 Clause chaining and quote margin patterns 

Y ohlmo has very interesting and dynamic quote margin patterns, and this feature 
is closely linked with clause chaining. Most direct speech quotes of various 
length are embedded within a clause. The easiest way to expound this feature is 
probably to give some examples which we then can comment about: 

The examples (38 - 48) are taken from the beginning of a narrative text. The 
story is about a widower with two young children who remarried again. 

(38) ohle 'asa-di-gi, "pehza JJYii 'poh-'ya-la lee 
and.then stepmother-SPEC-ERG child two near-PL-Loe arrive 

oh]]-na-ni ]]ah 'so 'suh 'kyahp-ku 'du!" 'ma-e lo. 
come-COND-FOC my tooth hurt hit-IMPF AUX.MIR say-REPET.PST REP 

And then the stepmother would say, "Jf the two children come somewhere 
near me I get a tooth ache!" 

(39) ohle 'khyubu-di-gi 'tiih 'du lo, 
and then husband-SPEC-ERG ask AUX .. MIR REP 

"'khye 'so 'suh 'kyahp-ke-la tci sah-na 'taah-ge le? 
your tooth ache hit-NR-GOAL what eat-COND get. well-INT.PRS softening 

And then the husband asked, "What could you eat so that your tooth ache 
would get well? 

. ·1 
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(40) "'khye pehza l]yii 'se-ti ]]ah-la 'ca ter-na 
your child two kill-NFNL I-GOAL meat give-coND 

'taah-ge 'nahle!" 'ma-e lo. 
get.well-INT.PRS obviously say-REPET.PST REP 
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''If you kill you two children and give me their flesh to eat I will get well!" 
she would say. 

(41) ohle-ni 'lahm-la 'thuu-gen 'mih-'ya-gi, "'khye kaah-la 
and then way-Loe meet-REL people-PL-ERG you where-GOAL 

c{p-e?" 'mee-di 'tiih-sin . 'du lo. 
go-INT.PRS say.A.VS-NFNL ask-N.PST AUX.MIR REP 

And then the people he met on the way asked, "Where are you going?" 

( 42) "1Jah piihmi 'ci-:j;e peh-ti, 'lJah pehza'ya 'se-ti 'ca ter-na 
my wife dye-INF do-NFNL my child-PL kill-NFNL flesh give-COND 

'taah-ge 'ma-wa-'raJJ 'se c{_o-e 'nah" 'ma-e lo. 
get.well-INT.PRS say-IMPF-EMPH kill go-INT.PRS fact.emph say-REPET.PST REP 

"My wife is about to die, and because she says if I give her their flesh to eat 
she will get well, so I am going to kill them, what to do?" he. would reply. 

(43) "'khye pehza l]yii mah-'se!" 'mee-di 'khyi-gi 'lawa 'leehmu-:j;i 
your child two NEG-kill say.A.VS-NFNL dog-GEN lung alike-one 

ter 'tsah]]-ge lo. 
give send-REPET.PST REP 

"Don't kill your children!" the people would say; and they would give him 
the lung of a dog or something like that to take it to her. 
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' ehza IJYii 'khyim nahl]-la •~uuh oh!J-go-'rag-ni 
(44) ohle 'yehpa-rag phild two house inside-Loe enter come-IMPF-EMPH-FOC d agatn-EMPH c 

an ' uh 'kyahp-ke'" 'mee-di 'bol 'teh-ke , "'so s · 
'yehpa-ral], th h h't-lNTPRS say.A.VS-NFNL writhe sit-REPET.PST 

Ill. EMPH too ac e 1 · aga • 

le! . l 
ressive part1c e . . " h 

exp . h tw hildren would again come into the house ts e 
And then, since t e o c 'bl tooth ache!" And she would writhe in pain. ·an a•uain "I have a tern e . 
Sal y " ' I ?" 

. ' 'suh t~i ter-na taah.ge e. . 
(45) "'khye-g1 so th ain what give-COND get.well-INT.PRS pleading particle you-ERG too P 

'ma-e lo. 

-REPET.PST REP ,, ld 
say d fi tooth ache to get well, I wonder? he wou say. "What do we o or your 

'taah I" .. , ti •~a ter-na · -ge. 
"'khye pehza IJY11 se- · t II INT PRS (46) hild two kill-NFNL meat give- COND ge .we - . your c 

'ma-e Io. 

Y-REPET.PST REP . . . . lll" 
sa h 'ldren and give me thezr flesh I wzll get we • ''!( au kill your two c z . . • 

Y Y . . .. 'kahn<tumu peh-ti 'se-t~e?" 'mee-di 
(47) "ii, uah pehza IJYJI h do-NFNL kill-INF say.A.VS-NFNL oh my child two ow 

'se q,o-e Io. 

kill go-INTPRS REP h h 
· I kill two children?" he thought and went wit t e "Oh, how can_ my 

. tention to kill them. 
m h 'mih · "'khye kaahla <lo-e 'mih t~ii 'tlmu-di 00 -gr, 

(48) ohle e meet-NFNL that person-ERG you where go-INT.PRS d then person on 
an "h · 'd lo ' di 'l;il ·S1ll U . h?" mee-
le. . I a·yAvs-NFNLask-N.PSTAUX.MIRREP ft ning part1c e s . • 
so e . on the way, that person asked, "Where are you And then meeting someone 
going?" 

I r 
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Example (38), ( 41 ), and ( 48) show the most typical way of quoting direct 
speech: First comes a stretch of narrative action (which can vary very much in 
length), then the speaker is stated and suffixed with the ergative < -ki > which is 
followed directly by the quote, and the "said" string follows the quote. (1n these 
examples we always have the reportive evidential particle "lo" at the end of the 
sentence because it is a made up story. In personal reports the quote margins will 
follow a similar pattern, but "lo" will only be used in places where it contributes its full meaning. 

Example (39) shows that it is possible to have a full-fledged quote margin 
containing the verb of speaking in front of the quote. But such instances are 
really rare; and several of them would never occur in a row. Various ways of 
embedding patterns of the quote are much more elegant in Yohlmo. (Note: the 
two children never got killed; the story has a happy ending!) 

From example (38) we also see that such embedded quotes may be quite long. In 
fact they can be much longer than the one in example (38) . For example, in 
another story the "good fortune" of a younger brother is explaining to the older 
brother who he is. He starts the explanation without an initial quote margin; he 
uses 10 clauses for his explanation and only then at the end the story teller adds 
the following final quote margin: 

( 49) ...... " 'mee-di 'kho-gi 'sodi-gi '.ma-sin 'du lo. 
......... say.A.VS-NFNL he- GEN good.fortune-ERG say-N.PST AUX.MIR REP 
....... ''. saying, his good fortune told him. 

To only state who the speaker is in the final quote margin is not uncommon after_ 
such long quotes. In this case it occurs in a dramatic exchange without an initial 
quote margin. But'it is also not uncommon after a longish quote to restate who 
the speaker is, even if it has already been stated in an initial quote margin. 

Partially dramatic exchanges without initial but only fmal quote margins are 
also a very common feature of Y ohlmo discourse. This is exemplified by 
examples (40), (42), (43), and (45) above. Examples (46-47) illustrate a purely 
dramatic exchange. 

If there are long quotes in dramatic exchanges, it is not uncommon that the fmal 
quote margin clarifies who the speaker was, in the fashion shown in ex. ( 49) above. 
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The final part of the quote margin is often also ·used to carry on stating t~e 
happenings of the event line; see ex (43, 44, and (47) above. Another example IS 
given in (50) below: 

(50) then kahl-di 'lal)-gen 'bela-le-ni, 11l)ah •~i-gi 'kee 
t t NFNL beg REL time-at-/Foe my elder.sister-GEN VO!Ce go.ou wen- -

hm . 'yihm b ·? 11 'mee-di karlrnn_le 'mahr 'lee u-:;;i - a-m · ~=J 

alike-one is-INT-Foe say.A.VS-NFNL window-from down 

phir 'tchoJJ-di 'prahl)<l.;a rhil 'tap-ti 'ka '~ahl-di 
INTS run-NFNL hug INTS SOW-NFNL shock wm.over-NFNL 

. 1 ' . yikka-'ralJ 'tehmba tend-;i;e-'alJ mihn-du 0 , P~ lJ · 
remembrance pull.out-INF-also NEG-AUX.MIR REP s1blmg both-EMPH 

When (she) went out to beg he suddenly thought, "Doesn't th~t sound l~~e 
the voice of my sister, surely?" And (he) jumped out of the window, u:: 
upon her), hugged her strongly, and they b~th got such a shock that t ey 
lost their consciousness, both siblings lost lt. 

This kind of sentences occurs at points of suspension or ~esolution of the 
suspension. The various quote forms have significance on the discourse level. 

Another very effective feature of quoting is the use of the concomitant verb 
phrase /('mee-di) 'ma-e bela-le/ in the middle of an_ ex~~8:11ge. The exchange 
below in ex. (51) takes place between a villager who IS v1s1ting the village lama 
at his place; the villager starts out with the queshon: 
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(51) oh!e l)ah-gi, 
11
ohra1J dela tahmnal)-la s~a nam<l.;a 

and I-ERG you.POL here place.name-Loe earth sky 

tchaa-ge-gi 'ketca-'ya ohral) lama 'tchee-la 
become.existant-REL-REL.OPTL matter-PL your.POL lama book-Loe 

meeh-ba 'yihm-ba?11 .'mee-di 'ma-e 'bela-le, 
not.have-INT be-INT say.A.vs-NFNL say-REL time-at 

· "kere, tahnda 'sarnma JJah-la meeh-ba 'yeh-ba, 
well now up.to I-GOALnot.have-EMPH have-EMPH 

'lehmen gyaa-la 'yeh-na mihm-ba-ni? 11 'mee-di 
other place-we have-eoND be.NEG-INT-Foe say.A.VS-NFNL 
SUJJ nal)-gu 'du-ha. 
say.HON give-HON-IMPF AUX.MIR-EMPH 

And then, when I said, "Do you have anything here in Tahmnang about how 
the earth and the sky came into existence?" The lama replied, "Well, up to 
now I haven't seen anything; there might be something somewhere else. " 

The use of the concomitant verb phrase between quotes signals a change of 
speaker by default. 

'While expecting one thing something else happens' - /mee-di mee-ba-ni/ 

This construction is included here because it is related to quotes. The first clause 
always contains either a real quote or a thought quote. The whole construction 
has a somewhat exclamatory connotation: 

(52) gyooba-'ral) 'khal)ba-la !ooh co 
quickly-EMPH house-Loe return come.IMP 

'mee-di 'mee-ba-ni, pruhl 'tsemu 'tse-e 
say.A.VS-NFNL say.A.VS-PFCT-Foe snake game play-REL 

gyaa-la-'ga tee 'teh-ku 'du! 
place-Loe-e.E.Foe look.A.vs sit-lMPF AUX.MIR 

I told him to come home quickly, but here, he keeps watching the snake 
charmer at the road side! · 
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(53) 'pehza-'ya 't,;he-ro 't1,he-ro q,o-wa-'r!IJJ 

child-PL big-increase.gradually big-increase.gradually go-IMPF-EMPH 

Yaah-ro yaah-ro olJu-qo 
good-increase.gradually good-increase.gradually become-PROBABLE.FUT 

'mee-di 'mee-ba-ni, dzen tsokpa kahl-sin! 
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say.A,VS-NFNL say.A.VS-PFCT-Focmore bad go.A.VS-N.PST 

I thought the children would become increasingly better as they grow, and 
here, they have become worse! 

'Instead of doing the expected do the unexpected' - /vs< -tile> + meeh-ba/ 

This construction, though not using a quote verb, seems to be patterned on the 
same usage of the suffix /-ba/ as in the examples given in the paragraph above; 
in this case /-ba/ is attached to the negative form of the auxiliary verb of the verb phrase. 

(54) to-'ya sah-ie meeh-ba, 'uhr1,4J 'kyahp-ti! 

grain.meal-PL eat-INF AUX.V.NEG-PFCT hurling hit-EMPH.PST 

Instead of eating the food he threw it all out/ (the rascal!) 

( 55) ohle 'nuhrnu-di '~ii-ie meeh-ba, 
and.then younger.sister-SPEC fear-INF AUX.V.NEG-PFCT 

'a1eaq-gi mahy 'se-ken-di-'ga tee 'teh-kn 'du! 
uncle-ERG buffalo kill-NR-SPEC-C.E.FOC look.A.Vs stay-IMPF AUX.MIR 

(To my surprise) the little girl is watching her maternal uncle kill a buffalo 
without even showing a sign of fear/ 

5.6 Major sentence types 

A very characteristic feature of all sentence types the use of attitude Particles 
occurring at the end of the sentence. They occur very frequently and add a lot of 
over or under tones to Y ohlmo talk. The table below gives a list of them and 
explains the flavour they give to the sentence. The table below list the ones we 
have observed and gives the meaning ( or we could also say "the over or under tone") it adds to the utterance. 

l 
! 
' 
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particle 
meaning/over or under tone 3aa 
a friendly emphasis 

1aah 

3iI astonishment/ foreboding 

rueful exclamation 
suy 

asking for a positive response ( ~a.f.p.r.) 3eey 
asking for agreement 

sk · 1 • 

explanatory flavour 
- y1--gy1 

-
3kyile 

-
1gyile 

explanatory flavour: "as you know yourself' 2JJeeh 
intimidating 

4t1,i 
accommodating 

1nah 
factual emphasis / mild insistence 'nahle 
emphatic confirmation/ obviously it is so 2ya1Ju 
prominence / emphatic focus. 

'laah 
polite attitude 

-
4le / 2leh 

mitigating/ pleading 
'Joh 

friendly spll!Ting on / o.k.? 
-

3
wa - -'wah 

be perceptive!/ mind! 

Some examples: Table 23. Attitude Particles 

'(

5

6) •~{ tee •~a, '!Jyih 'mih-'ya 'nehpa qo-en uy! 
e.srnter look.IMP friendly.emph. we.EXCL people-PL sick go-PRs a.fp.r. 
'Now look elder sister, we people become sick, don't we?' 

97 
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(57) di palip-ni 'lihk 'lihk peh-ku 'du, rohm-cl,o yalu:J! 
this platform-Foe tremble tremble do-JMPF AUX.MIR collapse-FUT EMPH.FOe 

'This covered platform is shaking terribly, mind, it's probably going to 
collapse!' 

( 58) e 'nuhmu, rib-la kahl-di 9iIJ 'sipi-:,i;i khyol)-di 
hey y.sister forest-Loe go.vs.ALT-NFNL wood little-one bring-NFNL 

gyoohba-'ral) !ooh 90 Joh! 
quickly-EMPH return come.IMP friendly spurring on 

'Hey, little sister, go to the forest to get some firewood and please come 
back quickly I' 

5.6.1 Direct affirmative declarative 

The direct affirmative declarative statement is the basic sentence type. The other 
sentence types are derived from it. It consists at least of a clause, or an elliptic 
clause. 

5.6.2 Negation 

Negation is expressed with a prefix on the verb stem. It is the only prefix of 
Y ohhno. In serial verb strings the negation is prefixed to the auxiliary verb. 

The negative prefix shows an interesting mixture between regular phonological 
vowel and length alternations and a morphologically conditioned vowel change. 
The following sections explain and illustrate this. 

The negative morpheme is prefixed to the verb stem or to the alternate base of 
the verb stem (a.vs), and has basically two forms: 

/2meh-/. occurs with non-past tenses, 

/2mah-/ occurs with past tenses and the imperative. 

These prefixes show morphophonemic changes in vowel quality and vowel 
length, depending to what kind of verb stem they are prefixed to. 

5.6.2.1 Change in vowel quality 

/2meh-/ • /2mih/ before bases with the high vowels Iii and /u/, 

/2mah-/ shows no change in vowel quality. 
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In the following examples we give first the basic form of the verb stem, and then 
the present tense, where we can observe the change in vowel quality ( in the last 
four examples), and below the present tense we give the past tense where th 
vowel of the negative prefix remains constant: ' e 

Ice-kl 

!'lol)-1 

Ital)-! 

/'til)-/ 

l'ci-k' 

/'pUI)-/ 

ll)ah-gi meh-ce./ 

/l)ah-gi mah-ce./ 

/l)ah-gi meh-'lol)./ 

/l)ah-gi mah-'lol)./ 

/l)ah-gi meh-tal)./ 

/l)ah-gi inah-tal)./ 

/l)ah-gi mih-'tiIJ./ 

/l)ah-gi mah-'tiIJ./ 

/l)ah-gi mih-'ci./ 

/l)ah-gi mah-'ci./ 

/l)ah-gi mih-'pUIJ./ 

/l)ah-gi mah-'pUIJ./ 

5.6.2.2 Transfer of stem vowel length 

'I won't tell it.' 

'I didn't tell it.' 

'I won't search through it.' 

'I didn't search through it.' 

'I won't send it.' 

'I didn't send it.' 

'I won't spread it out.' 

'I didn't spread it out.' 

'I won't drive him out.' 

'I didn't drive him out.' 

'I won't spill it.' 

'I didn't spill it. 

In all forms and environments, the negative prefix becomes long when it is 
prefixed to a verb stem base with a long vowel, and the base itself becomes 
short. · 

That is, the base vowel length is transferred to the negative prefix. This applies 
also to those verb-stem-perfect bases in which a long vowel has been introduced 
through morphophonemic change. That is, we first have to choose the 
appropriate verb stem base, and then prefix the negative. 

In the following examples, we give only the translation of the basic form of the 
verb stems. The meanings of the other forms can be derived from the headings 
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· of the columns. (Verb stems with a final consonant do not occur with long verb stem expressive neg. past neg. present & vowels, and therefore we have not included any examples of these here.) past neg. imperative 
With verb stems which have a short vowel and are followed by voiceless 
suffixes no lengthening of the verb base takes place; therefore here the negative /'ruu-/ /'ruu-di!/ /maah-'ru./ /miih-'ru.l 
prefix occurs in its unlengthened form everywhere. (This can only be observed 'gather in' /maah-'ru!/ for verb stems with /i/ and /e/ quality.) 

verb stem expressive past neg. past neg. present & /nee-/ /nee-di!/ /maah-ne./ /meeh-ne.l neg. imperative 
'think, seem' 

/thi-k/ /thi-ti!/ /mah-thi./ /mih-thi./ /maah-ne!/ 

Join together' /mah-thi!/ /goo-/ /goo-di!/ /maah-go./ /meeh-go.l 
'disturb, irritate' /maah-go!/ /phre-k/ /phre-ti!/ /mah-phre./ /meh-phre./ 

'scratch' /mah-phre!/ Verb stems with long vowels and low register: 

/'tih-k/ /'tih-ti!/ /mah-'t,ih/ /mih-'tih./ 
/yaah-/ /yaah-di!/ /maah-yah.l /meeh-yah./ ' ;. 
'bring forth fruit' 'pull' /mah-'t,ih!/ /maah-yah!/ 

/'teh-k/ /'teh-ti!/ /mah-'teh./ /meh-'teh./ /tiih-/ ltiih-di!/ /maah-tih.l /miih-t,ih./ 

'sit, stay' /mah-'teh!/ 'arrange' /maah-tih!/ 

With verb stems which have long vowels we can observe the transfer of the i /yuuh-/ /yuuh-di!/ /maah-yuh./ /miih-yuh./ 
vowel length to the negative prefix. l 'wander around' /maah-yuh!/ 

/ 

' Verb stems witb long vowels and high register: f /'dee-/ /'dee-di!/ /maah-n-'de./ /meeh-n-'de./ 
I. 

'touch' verb stem expressive neg. past neg. present & i /maah-n-'de!/ r: 
past neg. imperative t 

/!ooh-/ /!ooh-di!/ /maah-loh./ /meeh-loh./ /taa-/ /taa-di!/ /maah-ta./ /meeh-ta./ 
'return' /maah-loh!/ 'fasten" /maah-ta!/ 

With verb stems which have short vowels followed by voiced suffixes the 
/'sii-/ /'sii-di!/ /maah-'si./ /miih-'si./ lengthenu:ig of the vowel can be observed in the expressive past, (i.e. before the 

'save up' /maah-'si!/ suffix /-di/), and consequently the vowel length of the stem is transferred to the 
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negative prefix .in the negative f9rm of the past Note, however, that in the 
imperati;ve negative of these verbs no vowel lengthening occurs. 

Verb stems with short vowels and high register: 

verb stem 

/'Iha-/ 

'knit' 

/'phi-g/ 

'be late' 

/phu-/ 

'blow' 

/'tse-g/ 

'play' 

/'po-/ 

'pour' 

,expressive 
past 

/'lhee-di !/ 

/'phii-di!/ 

/phii-di!/ 

/'tsee-di!/ 

/'pee-di!/ 

neg. past 

/inaah-'lhe./ 

/maah-'phi./ 

/maah-phi./ 

/maah-'tse./ 

/maah-'pe./ 

Verb stems •with short vowels and low register: 

/sah-/ /seeh-di!/ /maah-seh./ 

'eat' 

/'tih-g/ /'tiih-di!/ , /maah-'tih.! 

'ask' 

/'priih-di!/ /maah-'.prili./ · 

-•'write:'-

neg. present & 
neg. imperative 

/meh-'Jha./ 

/mah-'lha!/ 

/mih-'phi./ 

/mah-'phi!/ 

/mih-phuJ 

/mah-phu!/ 

/meh-'tse./ ' 

/mah-'tse!/ 

/meh-'po./ 

/mah-'po! 

· /meh-sah./ 

/mah-sah!/ 

/mih-'(.ih./ 

/mah-'tih!/ 

/lllih-'pruhj 

/mah-'pruh!/ 

~ 
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/'tceh-g/ /'weeh-di!/ /maah-'tceh./ /meh.'weh./ 
'care' 

/mah-'tceh!/ 

l'JJyoh-/ /'l)yeeh-di!/ /maah-'JJyeh./ /meh-'JJyoh./ 
'buy' 

/mab-'JJyoh!/ 

5.6.2.3 · Tonal behavior of the negative prefrx and the following verb stems 

So far we have seen that the negative prefix alternates phonologically between 
/2meh-/ and fmih-/, and that in certain morphological environments it ch:µiges 
to fmah-/, Further we have seen that these forms become long when they are 
prefIXed to a verb stem base With long vowel; and that consequently, the prefixed 
verb stem base becomes short, 

As to the tonal behavior ofthese composites, we observe that the general rules 
for compounding apply. That is, each component retains its original register and 
contour tone, but in the second component the dimensions of the contrast are 
reduced. 

To my' astonishment this is also trueforstems which have become short 
because of the vowel length transfer. Such stems also retain their original register 
and contour. This shows that the tone contrasts and vowel length contrasts are 
indepm1dent of each other. 

Following arejust two sets of four verbs;· each set illustrates the fourfold contrast 
for voice quality and contour in different phonological environments, 
verb stem meaning expressive negative past negative 

past· present:· 
/'kau;/ 'fill, V. t.' . /'kau-<li!/ /mah-'kaJJ./ /meh-'kaJJ./,, . 
!tam-/ 'spread, v.t.' /tam-di!/ /mah-tam.I /meh-tam.! 

1 
In this grammar sketch I (Anna Maria Hari) have mainly used 'we' when referring to· the 
author, because without my various !JSSist;n,ts, .I could .not have gained the knowledge 
expounded in this description. But for some more personal discoveries 'I' seems t9_ be moi:e 
appropriate, · · · · , ·' 
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verb stem 

ltahm-1 

/'kalnJ-/ 

/'tap-/ 

/pap-/ 

/pahp-/ 

/'tahp-/ 

/'kaJJ-I 

/tam-/. 

ltahm-1 

/'kah]J~/ 

meaning expressive 
past 

'spread, v.i.' ltahm-di!/ 

'fill • ' /'kohn.dil./ I , V.1. =UJ 

'sow' /'tap-ti!/ 

'take down' /pap-ti!/ 

'shake, v.i.' /pahp-ti!/ 

'fall' /'tahp-ti!/ 

'fill, v.t,' /'kau-di!/ 

'spread, v.t.' /tam-di!/ 

'spread, v.i.' /tahm-di!/ 

'fill • ' /'kohn_dil./ I , V.J; =llj 

S.6.3 Questions 
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negative past negative 
present 

/mah-tahm./ /meh-tahm./ 

/mah-'kalnJ./ /meh-'kah]J./ 

/mah-'tap./ /meh-'tap./ 

/mah-pap./ /meh-pap./ 

/mah-pahp./ /meh-pahp./ 

/mah-'tahp./ /meh-'tahp./ 

/mah-'kau./ /meh-'ka]J./ 

/mah-tam.I /meh-tam./ 

/mah-tahm./ /meh-tahmJ 

/mah-'kalnJ.I /meh-'kah]J./ 

In this domain the intonation is important. Affrrmative declarative statements 
have a slight down-drift in the second half ( after the phonological nucleus) of the 
statement, and the last syllable ends in a fall. 

As to the questions, we need to distinguish between yes/no questions and content 
questions. Content questions contain a question word. The phonological nucleus 
falls onto the question word and the rest of the string also shows down-drift and 
a fall on the last syllable. 

For yes/no questions the main feature which distinguishes questions from 
affrrmative declarative sentences is the intonation; they show a slight up-drift 
after the phonological nucleus of the question, and the last syllable ends in an 
intonation rise .. 

In addition to that there is the suffix /-pa ;.., -ha/. It is only used for past tense 
questions, and is added to the VS, or the A.VS base for the verbs which have 
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one. (See section 3.5.1). But even when this suffix is used theintonation needs.to 
~se on. it; because this suffix is als? used with declarative statements with fa.ll111g 
mtonation, and then the meamng of the suffix is 'success in adverse 
circumstances'. 

Furthermore /-ba/ is also frequently used with the copulas when they are used as 
auxiliary verbs ('yeh-ba, meeh-ba, 'yihm-ba, mihm-ba. 'du-ba, mihndu-ba) Here 
again /-ba/ does signal a question, If it is accompanied by a final rise. But it may 
also be used with a final fall, and in that case the /-ba/ ( combined with the falling 
intonation) makes the utterance a slightly emphatic statement. . 
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(6) Basic vocabulary 11 No. English Yohlmo: phonological 
6.1 Swadesh list 017 woman /2piihmi/ 

No. English Yohlmo: phonological 018 person !1mih/ 

001 l !21Jah/ 019 fish ;11Jyah/ 

002 thou tkhye! 020 bird /1t9ah-1t9ihwa/ 

003 we (inclusive) /2ohr31J/ (E) !1uuh/(W) 021 dog i3kyibu, 3khyi/ 

(exclusive) ;11Jyih/ 022 louse /3ki9ikpa, 3kyi9i/ 
004 this !2di/ 023 tree !2tohl)bo, 2tuhl)bu/ 
005 that !2ooh/ 024 seed !3sen! 
006 who /3su/ 025 leaf hahpti, 2lohma/ 

I 007 what /4t9i/ 026 root !3tsarkyi, 3tsaf!Jyi, 3tsatlll.)ye/ , 
008 not !2meh-/ •/ 2mih-/ in non-past tense forms before base 027 bark tpako, 3phiko, 3kold31J/ 

vowels /i/ and /u/, 
028 skin /4paaba (E), 4pako (W), 4kooba/ ( of animals) !2meh-/ occurs elsewhere; 

!2mah-/ prefixed for verb stem bases with past tense. 029 flesh /39a/ 
All three suffix forms take on the length oflong base 030 bone !1rehko, 1riihba (E)/ vowel, and the base vowel becomes short. 

009 all ttham~i/, !1kahl)gye-'ra!JI, !3rebe/ 031 blood !3thaa/ 

010 many !2mahl)bu/ 032 grease i3khyakpa 4t9haa-/ ( on liquids or pots) 

Oll one ft9ii/ Ashilu, 3tshilci/ (fat on meat) 

012 two ;4 l)yii/ I 033 egg /1t9ahmu I kohl)a/ ' '~.i) 

013 big /4t9himbu, 4t9hombo/ ' 034 horn !1rohwa/ t 

014 long /
1rihl)bu/ i 035 tail /31Jama, 31Jema, 31Jyema/ 

-_:,o 

015 small /3phema, 3t9heemu, 2piihru/ 036 feather l1toh (E), 2tooh (W) 
! 

016 man !3kyep-3khyowa/ i 
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No. English Yohlmo: phonological 

fur fpu! (fur, downy feathers, body hair) 

037 hair ( of head) fta! h.: Pu-'ta! 

038 head !2gool h.: Pu! 

039 ear Pnam~o/ ;31Jyen/ 

040 eye /3mii/ /3tr;en/ 

041 nose Pnaasum/(E) Pnarko/(W) h.:/ 3<.aJJI 

042 mouth Pkha! h.: /1r,ahl/ 

043 tooth Pso! 

044 tongue /3tr,ele/ h.: ;1~a/ 

045 fingernail ;3 semu/ ( for finger and toe) 

046 foot /3kaJJ ba/ ( foot and leg) h: ;1 r,ahp/ ( for foot and leg) 

047 knee !3kaJJba-3tshii/, fpiimu/ 

048 hand hahkpa! h.: ftr;haa/ 

049 belly f1tehpa/ 

050 neck ;1~iIJba/ h.: ;2gur/ 

051 breast /1ohma/ 

052 heart fnil)/ (physical) flo, 4khokpa/(emotional) 

053 liver ftr,himba/ 

054 drink fthUl)-1 h.: Ar.he-kl 

055 eat Fsah-1 h.: I 3tr;he-kl 

056 bite faa 3tap-, 1kahp-/ 

l 

l 
I. 
; 

' ,: ,, 
l 
I 
' V 
l 
! 
' ' 

t 
! 
I 
i 
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No. English 

057 see 

look 

058 hear 

listen, obey 

059 know 

060 sleep 

061 die 

062 kill 

063 swim 

064 fly 

065 walk (go) 

066 come 

067 lie down 

068 sit 

069 stand 

070 give 

071 say 

say (tell) 

Yohlmo: phonological 

Pthol)-/ h.: /1zii-/ 

fta-1 h.: /1zii-/ 

Pthee-/ h.: Psen-/ 

;11Jyihn-/ h.: Psen-/ 

fr;ee-/ (something) h.: Pkhyen-/ 

/11Joh 4 r,ee-/ (someone) h.: /11Joh 3khyen-/ 

;31Jyi 2Jooh-/ h.: /1zim-/ 

/3r;i-g'/ 

!3se-k1
/ 

ftr,al 1 kyahp-/ 

!1uhr-/ 

Peto-/ 

Fohl)-! 

;11Jyahl-/ 

heh-kl 

hahl)-di 1teh-kl 

fter-1 

Pma-, 1lahp-/ 

Pr.e-kl 

h.: f1tohl)-/ 

h.: fphur-/ 

h,: /3phep-/ 

h.: /3phep-/ 

h.: /1zim-/ 

h.: /1:.uu-/ 

h.: hahl)-di 1~uu-/ 

h.: fnaJJ-/ 

h.: fsUJJ-I 

h.: 1r,uh-/ 
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1 
For the significance of the verbal "suffixes" /-g/ and / .. k/ after some verb stems see section 

2.6.1 -2.6.1.1 of this sketch. 
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No. English Yohlmo: phonological No. English Yohlmo: phonological _ 
I 072 sun i1tJ:yihma/ h.: Pama 11]yihma/ 091 black !1nahkpu/ ,'! 

073 moon ;1 dawa, 1 dayum/ h,: faw 1dawa/ 092 night !1nuhp/ earlier part: /2kuhl]mu, 2nuhl]mu/ 
074 star fkarma/ 093 hot !3tshandi/ of weather: !3tshepa 3tsha-/ 
075 water ft,;hu/ warm !\ohmo/ 

076 rain fnam-gi 4t,;hu/ v,: fnam 1kyahp-/ 094 cold (weather) Pkhyaabu/ of liquids: i1tahl]mu/ 
077 stone Ftohl 095 full (liquids) /1kahIJ, 1kahl]gya/ 

078 sand /2pehma/ (to overflowing) Pmere, 3merkya/ 

079 earth fsasa, 3thasa, 4s~a, 4sapt,;i/ full (in volume) 
/1bolbu/ 

080 cloud Pmukpa! 096 new fsamba/ 

081 smoke /1tihpa, 1tehpa/ 097 good /2yaahbu/ (good to look at, beautiful) 

082 fire !1meh/ /2,;ihmbu/ (good lasing) h,: !31Jyeebu/ 
083 ash /

3thala/ fl]yembu/ (good sounding) 
' 084 bum /1tiih-, 2bar-, 3tshii-/ /2zaJ]bu/ (good, pure) ii 
" I' bum (cremate) !2tcahl]-, 1tooh-/ 098 round i2kohrmu/ (circular) 

085 path hahml _ frhihnu/ (ballrshaped) 

086 mountain i1kahl]J 099 dry fkambu/ 
mountain peak i1Iah-3tse/ dry ( of weather) i2kahmaJJ 2ohIJ-/ (be a drought) 

087 red • /
1mahrmu, 1mahrpu/ 100 name !1mihn/ h.:Ptshen/ 

,, 088 green, blue fJJombo, 4J]umbu/ 

089 yellow, beige fserpu/ 

090 white . fkarpu, 4karmu/ 
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No. English 
Yohlmo: phonological A. Nouns 

11 game 
/2paah 

3
tse-g/ (play a gambling game) No. English Yohlmo: phonological 12 player /2paah 3tse-gen 1mih/ 01 dance !3tcham/ h:!'kin~am! 13 story fpetam/ social dancing ;1 cahpru 1 kyahp-/ 

\ 14 drama /1qraama/ dance at fimerals 11mahni 3tchepa 3tcham-/ 15 actor 
/1qraama 3tse-gen 1mih/ masked dance i1baa 3tcham-/ h.: i1baan~am 4nag-/ 16 murder i1mih 3se-k/ 02 dancer Acham-gen 1mih/ 17 lie 
hsi!m 

1
kyahp-, \op 1kyahp-/ expert dancer /2,i;eeba (m.), 2,i;eema (f.) 18 liar 

i1tsilm/ \op 1kyahp-ken 1mih/ 03 sign (see) ftee (3thoq-) 19 theft 
/
3
kurnen 1kyahp-ken 11eeh/ sign (perform) /2niihba (4ten-) 20 thief !3kurnen1 04 song !31u1 h.: /2gurma1 21 people 

i1mih-'ya, 11uhqba-'ya/ poetic: /1qyelm-41o, 1qehn-4Jo/ 05 singer /3Ju 21ehn-gen 1mih/ 22 language ftam! 
h.: i1cahV expert singer /2:;i;eeba (m.), 2,i;eema (f.) 23 word !3tshika, 3tshii/ 06 music 

24 foreigner 
i1mih 1

luhqba-gi 1mih, 3tchi 1kyahl-gi 1mih/ 07 musician 
!3umdze, 

3
yihnze (2peh-k)/ (perform) duty of a 25 caste musician in religious ceremonies 

26 Brahman ' 08 paint (n.) ftshendze/ 
27 rich man 

i1mih 
4
tchukpu, 1mih 2baro/ 

09 painting (n.) 
fthaggu/ (religious painting) 

28 poor man 
/3pragna, 1mih 3pragbu/ IO painter 

/
3
1hari 

3
kheeba/ (paints religious paintings) 

29 slave 
fyokpu (m.), 4yoomu (f.)/ 

30 villager /yuhlba, 1yuhl-gi 1mih/ 1 

The creator (or maybe last modifier) of this social role and cultore word list is David Watters 31 neighbour 
!3khyim;i;i, 1tohqro/ from SIL International. Date: March 29, 2008. 
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I ) No. English Yohlmo: phonological No. English Yohlmo: phonological. 

11' 

32 chief (leader) /2goba, 4pombo/ · · 1 53 seller !3tsol)-gen 1mih, 1kyuhr-ken 1mih/ ! 

iii 

33 elder /2go-3t9hewa, 2keehggeh/ ,54 beggar /3J31J-gel) 1mih/, 

II 
34 judge fthim 4ta-en-gi/ 4t31)-gen-gi 1mih/ 55 market Phaat( (N) 

ii 35 policeman !3pulis/ (E) 1.56 shop !3tsho1Jg31J/ 

11 

36 jail /1dzel/ (N) 57 merchant !3tsho1Jba/ 
37 school !3iskul/ (E) 58 cook fyopta 1kyahp-ken 1mih/ I 38 teacher (religious) /3Jobeh/ ( also name of the guardian god of a temple) 59 master !2tahkpu/ 

11 39 assembly ftshooba-'ya/ 
i1mihktemba, 

1
mihpteh/ (m. ofweddiug ceremonies) 

1

1

1 

40 speech ftam 3ma-/ h.: /19ahl 4SUI)-/ 60 servant /19ahpto 
1
9uh-en 1mih, 3!abu, 1kohrowa/ I 

41 vote /1boot 3luu-/ (E) 61 nursemaid 

42 message /2Jehl)gu, 21ehggo, 21ihggi/ 62 porter fkhurpa/ . 

43 advice !1teeh 1 ,j:aa-/ 63 blacksmith !3kaami/(N) 

44 agreement !2tahm~a, 2tohdam 2ohg-/ 64 weaver fthaa 4thaa-gen 1mih/ 

45 disagreement · Pthuu9i/ '1<:alam 2peh-k, 1yih 2meeh-3t9hee-/ 65 fisherman /11Jyah 3se-ken 1mih/ 

46 argument fthak 
4
thak 3thuk 3thuk 2peh-k/ 66 boatman 

47 fight /2dzil)ga 39or-/ 67 hunter /39igar(N) 
3
tsa-gen(W)/ 3tse-gen(E) 1mih/, 

48 soldier !3maa 1kyahp-keli 1mih/ 68 farmer fsa 1 leeh 2peh-k1m 1mih/ 

49 war Pmaa! 69 herdsman i1kohrowa/ 

50 property i3kh31Jsa 29ihgsa/ 70 worker /1 leeh 2peh-ken 1mih/ 
! 

51 2 4 · · 4 I 71 friend Frooh, 31Jyendzen, 3l)yindzeh/ !31Jyeh/ (poetic) owner I tahkpu, neebu (m.), neemu (f.) 

52 buyer /11Jyoh-gen 1mih/ I 72 bondfriend f2toohbu (m.), 2toohmu (f.)/ 

I 
i 

! 
I 
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No. English 

73 enemy 

74 children 

Yohlmo: phonological 

Ptah/ 

116 

7 5 sons + daughters 

76 father 

/2pehza-'ya, 2pihza-'ya/ 

!2puh 2pohmo-'ya/ 

!4aba, 3paba/ 

h.: !3seebu 3seemu-'ya/ 

h.: !2yahp/ 

/yahptcen/ (poetic) 

77 mother /3ama/ /1yuhm(~en)/ (poetic) !1mah/ (elevated) 

78 elder brother !3ada/ h.: hcom;o/ 

79 younger brother !1nooh/ 

/
3o7j/ 80 elder sister ..,,, 

81 younger sister !1nuhmu, 1nohmo/ 

82 husband /3khyowa, 3khyobo, 3khyubu, 1l)yih-3kho/ 

83 wife /2piihmi, 3tchUJJma/ oflama: !1yuhmbu/ 

84 grandfather 

85 grandmother 

86 bride 

87 bridegroom 

88 marriage 

!1mehme/ (paternal and maternal) 

/3yibi/ (paternal and maternal) 

/3nama 4samba/ 

!1mahkpa 4samba/ 

/2paahma 
2
peh-k, 1~ikten 3tsuu-/ 

\ 

\ 

Y ohlmo - Basic vocabulary 

B. Verbs: 1. Social diversion and travelling 

No. English 

01 dance 

02 play 

· 03 sing 

04 whistle 

05 hum 

06 beat a drum 

Yohlmo:phonological 

!3tcham-/ 11cahpru 1kyahp-/ 

Asemu 
3
tse-g/(E), 3tsemu 3tsa-g/(W) 

/1Ju 
2
Iehn-/ h.: !2gurma 4thaa-/ 

/2piihru 
1 
kyahp- (E), /2piihru 3lau-/ (W) 

!3!u 31Ja-31Ja 31JU-31Ju zlehn-/ 

/41Jaa 2tuhl)-/ 

07 play an instrument 11ba~a(N) 4tuhl)-/ 

08 sound (itr) · !3kee 4then 2oh1]-/ 

blow trumpet !1kyahlil) 4phu-/ 

play stringed instr. !2tahml)yen 2tuhl)-/ 

rattle small drum ;1 damur, 1 dam bur 4pruu-/ 

sound out 

make noise 

blow 

09 rattle 

IO clap hands 

11 fingers 

12 visit somebody 

visiters come 

/3kee 4ten-/ 

!3kee 4ten-/ 

/4phu-/ 

/4pruu-/ 

hahkpa 2tuhJJ-I 

/1Jahkpa 
1
dzuu/ 1dzugu/ 1dzugi/ 1dzubi/ 

!3thuu 2q_o-/ 

/2q_ombo/2q_ombu/ 2<lumbu 2oh1]-/ 

13 welcome /3sendaJJ 
2
peh-k/ (give ceremonial welcome) 

117 

/J 
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No. English Yohlmo:phonological. 

14 gossip ftam 
3
kya!-,4yoo/, /1mihdam 1tceh-k, 3tce-k/ 

15 · joke /
3
caa /

3
caka 1kyahp-/ h.: fkurca 4sutJ-/ 

!3kyaakya 3ma-/ 

16 amuse /3khamsru:ibu 2peh-k/ 

17 smoke ( a cigarette) i1biri(N) 4thutJ-/ smoke wateipipe: !1tohwa 4thutJ-/ 

18 gamble !3tshaka 
3
tse-g/(E), 3tsa-g/(W) h:. Ashaka 4ken-/ 

19 get drunk 

20 travel 

ftchru:i-gi 1zii-/ 

tkora 1kyahp-/ 

h.: fphii-gi 4ken-/ 

h:. !4korala 3phep-/ 

21 prepare /
14

thabe, 4tabe,4thebe, 4tebe 2peh-k/ 

prepare for travel fkhUipu 3tcee-/ 

22 decide fthak 4tW]-, 4ten 4ten 2peh-k/ 

23 walk (on foot) !3kru:ibagi 2cto-/ 

24 wander fkor-/ 

25 overtake, go ahead /3thal-/ 

26 pass by 

in passing by 

27 point (to s.th.) 

28 load 

fthen 2o~-!2cto-/ 

i1cohrto-la 2cto-/ 

ftee 3tsuu-/ 

/
3kal-/ 

!3sap-ti 3!uu-/ 

h.: fthen 3phep-/ 

29 cram into 

30 carry 
fkhur-/ (on back, head of shoulders) 

Y ohlmo - Basic vocabulary 

· 119 
No. English Yohlmo:phonological 

carry 
!3thoo:I (in hands or arms) 

31 leave, start out 
i2cto-l 

auspicious time 
!3temrel 4ta-/ (lo?k up) \ 

auspicious day 
tkarma 4ta- (look up) I 

11 

32 leave behind 
!3kyur 1:j;aa-/ 

11 

I" 
111 

forget s. th. 
/
3
kher-tce 1tehmba .1t,;;eh-k/ 111 

II' 
1111 

33 rest 
fthru:i 3 so-/ 

put down load to rest: i1gahl 4tsho-g/ 
111 

1111 

111 
34 reach there f!ep-1 11 

35 arrive here 
f!ep 2o~-/ 

36 return 
i2Jooh 2 cto-/ 

without spending 
night i3thalci 

2
clo-, 3thalci 2o~-/ 

37 paddle 

'.J) 
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B. Verbs: 2. Social interaction 

No. English 

01 buy 

buy with cash 

buy on credit 

02 sell 

03 pay 

04 repay (loan) 

05 lend (money) 

06 borrow (money) 

07 lend (things) 

08 borrow (things) 

09 exchange money 

10 barter 

11 trade 

12 earn 

13 weigh 

14 increase (itr) 

natural increasing 

Yohlmo: phonological 

;IIJYOh-/ 

!1Iaahdi 4khyo1]-/ 

;3phidi 4khyol)-,3khyer-/ 

Asol)-, 1kyuhr-/ 

ftcal-/ pay back: /1t;uhp-/ 

;2pehlen 4tcal-, 1tuhp-/ 

;2pehlen 4ter-/ 

;2pehlen 1seh-k/ 

;3yar 4ter-/ (expecting the very same thing back) 

fkyii 4ter-/ (to receive back the same in kind) 

;3yar lkhyer-/ (to return the very same item) 

/4kyimba 2Jehl)-/ ( to return the same in kind) 

;1qjbu.3ta1Jga 1tceeh-, 1tcehp-/ 

hceeh-, it,ehp-/ 

Ashol) 1kyahp-/ 

/1qjbuPta1Jga 1zo-/ 

Auna!ila 4kar-/ 

/2mahl)-ro 2mahl)-ro 2eto-/ 

;3phel-/ 

120 
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No. English 

increase in size 

15 decrease (itr) 

16 bargain 

17 marry 

18. give in marriage 

I 9 marriage contract 

20 divorce 

21 desert 

22 adopt 

23 initiate 

24 be defiled 

defile things 

defiled place 

defile the hearth 

25 purifying rituals 

purify dishes 

26 sprinkle to purify 

27 become purified 

28 become unclean 

29 bury 

Yohlmo: phonological 

Ache-ro 3tche-ro 2eto-/ 

/
1
i;iyuhl)-ro 1i;iyuhl)-ro 2eto-/ 

lrihn (1mahttsi) 4tcaa-/ 

/2paahma 2peh-k/ 

!2paahma 2peh 4ter-/ 

i2kahmgya 1pruh-/ (write--) 

fthakpa 3tce-k/ 

fthendi 2eto-, 3kyur 1:;i;aadi 2eto-/ 

!3tsiibu 
2
ohl)-/ h.: !3seeri 1yihn-/ 

!3tchap 3tchop 2peh-k/ 

/2pahl)/ (by death or birth) 

!3thap 3.or-/ 

!3thii 2peh-k/ hchiihnsa 4par-/ 

!3tsaQ-4 cal I kyahp-/ 

Achap 1kyahp-/ 

!3tsaQma 2eto-,2ohl)-/ 

/2meh-3tsaQma 2 eto-/ 

/2pah-(E), 2pihp- (W) 

121 
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No. English Yohlmo: phonological No. English Yohlmo: phonological 
· 30 inherit 

/
3phaci 4thop-/, i3phaci 2sah-/ 08 suspect s.o. fsem 

1
IJelmda,11Jyehnda 4tcal)-/, 4sem 2iohkta 4tcal)-/ 

31 divide (inheritance) i3phaci 1koh-/ · 09 accuse /3phatur(N) 
3
tsuu-, x-la 1yihndo 4ten-, 3saa 1kyahp-/ 

32 share (inheritance) /1keeh 4ter-/, /1bo 1kyahp-/ 10 interrogate l1tiihdap/ 1tihdap 2peh-k, 4tarn-gi 3tcir-/ 
33 possess, own !2tahkpu 1yihn-/, i2tahkpu 1kyahp-/ 11 deny !2mihn/ 2mihm-ba 3ma-/, ftam 4phruk 4pruu-/ 
34 serve ( a master) 11cahpto 1cuh-/, i1kohrowa 1teh-k/ 12 judge fthim 4ta-,4tal)-/ 
35 swear (an oath) !3na 3kyal-/ 13 condemn !2mah-2tahkpa 1yihn 3ma-/ 
36 assemble ftshoo-, 2dzom-/ 14 fme s.o. ;1 qenqa(N) 1 kyahp-/ · 
37 elect (choose) i2dam-/ 15 persecute !1tuhkpu 4ter-/ 
38 vote i1boot (E) 3luu-/ 16 torture !3tshaIJyal 1tah!Jyal 4!al)-/, /1kyuhkpa-gi 4rop-/ 
39 collect taxes /3tiru (N) 1tuh-/ 17 release f!al) 4ter-/ 

18 flee /1preeh-/ 
B. Verbs: 3. Social infringements and amendments 19 escape /1preeh-di 4then-/ 

No. English Y ohlmo: phonological 20 avenge fkyihmba 4tcal-/ 

01 rob 
/
3haka 3haki 3kumen 1 kyahp-/ · 21 file a case !3muta(N) 3tsuu-/ 

02 steal !3ku-, 3kumen 1kyahp-/ 22 pronounce !3muta 3tchin-3tii-(N)/, fthim 4taIJ-/ 
judgement 

03 plunder !3luur-3tii-/ (N) 

04 attack Acom-/ 

05 insult 11cahmqen 4ken-/ 

06 conspire i1leeh 4tsokpa 2peh-tce-la 1teeh 1kyahp-/ 

07 transgress ( the law) fthim 2gom-/ 
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